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Abstract

Authoring and Experiencing Virtual 3D Environments

by

Ehsan Sayyad

The growing popularity of Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality has led to an

increase in demand for 3D content. However, traditional methods for creating 3D envi-

ronments are often expensive and complicated, making it difficult for non-expert users to

produce their own content. This thesis addresses this issue through research focusing on

two main areas: (1) the study of 3D user experiences, which helps create engaging

and immersive experiences that meet users’ needs and preferences and (2) increasing

accessibility for content generation, which divides into creating approachable 3D

user interfaces and intelligent creative tools. Our research aims to understand how users

perceive and interact with immersive environments and, subsequently, to develop tools

that enable users to create 3D content with ease and accessibility, even with limited expe-

rience or resources, with the help of generative models in machine learning and intuitive

UI. Our project PanoTrace introduces a 3D modeling platform in VR for creating 3D

scenes from 2D panoramas, providing a first example of our idea of novel approachable 3D

user interfaces. Our wide-area VR walking study on the other hand falls entirely within

the domain of studying 3D user experiences. It investigates the impact of natural walking

versus teleportation on presence and user preference in VR experiences. We introduce

the content-aware semantic editing and inpainting system (CASEIn) as an example of

an intelligent creative tool. CASEIn generates high-quality results for guided image in-

painting and semantic image synthesis using machine learning. Our projects DeepDive

and Faded focus on accessibility for content generation by linking approachable UI de-
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sign with machine learning. Faded is a memory reconstruction system that relies on our

inpainting model, CASEIn, to extrapolate existing sparse information, including images

and the user’s memory of a space, into a cohesive 3D experience. In summary, this thesis

demonstrates the feasibility and importance of approachable 3D UIs, the use of intelligent

creative tools, and 3D user experience studies, all in service of enabling users to create

3D content in a more accessible way. Our research also provides insights into factors

contributing to immersion, user preference, and viewing comfort in these settings.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

For most of our lives, humans have tried to make virtual worlds by creating stories.

The human brain is a very powerful and creative content generator. It creates experiences

based on what it has experienced before. Dreaming is the ultimate example of living in

a virtual world without noticing it [1]. Let’s call the experiences that the brain creates

soft virtual experiences. The details are fuzzy, and they fade away. Moreover, the process

relies heavily on the observer and their past. A novel that transpired into a virtual world

through our brain might be very different from what someone else would create in their

mind. That is something any reader experiences in the form of disappointment when a

director creates a movie from their favorite novel. When we can simply close our eyes and

use our imagination to create experiences and travel through time, why did we even start

to solidify our imaginations and memories as art? The answer lies in sharing. These

imaginations are entirely subjective and rely on personal experiences, which makes it

challenging to explain unseen and new concepts through words. We also tend to abstract

away the details. This also makes these creations often hard to remember. That is
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Introduction Chapter 1

why we have been trying to capture reality in various forms from the earliest time in

our history; to preserve and share them. We can see this urge to capture and preserve

from the earliest paintings and relief sculptures to the invention of photography and the

modern camera. With every invention in this domain came a broad library of story-telling

abilities. Perspective, for example, was not discovered until the 1400s [2].

After the invention of the first motion film camera, it took a while for cinematic

techniques to emerge. It is also worth noting that these media were not initially accessible

to everyday users. Slowly, with the help of technology and mass production, people got

access to them and started capturing their lives. Interactive 3D has been going through

the same phase. We currently have access to some immersive 3D experiences through

the work of large studios and game developers. However, personalized 3D experiences

are yet to become a reality. With the apparent rise of AR and VR technologies, this is

a future that will attract more focus and attention.

In recent years there have been significant advances in consumer augmented reality

(AR) and virtual reality (VR) technologies. These advances have made it possible for

people to experience 3D content in a more realistic and immersive way. The availability

of affordable headsets such as Oculus Quest that can be used in both tethered and

standalone modes has helped the viability of virtual reality. AR devices, such as the

Microsoft HoloLens, MagicLeap, and Snap Spectacles, allow users to view 3D content

in the real world, overlaid on their surroundings. These advances make it possible for

people to experience 3D content in new and exciting ways.

Many prominent social media platforms currently focus on augmented reality tech-

nologies that are accessible through smartphones, mainly utilizing face tracking and video

editing. Spark AR Studio by Meta [3], Lens Studio by Snap [4], and Effect House by Tik-

tok [5] are all in-house game engines that focus on creating augmented reality interfaces.

These platforms focus mainly on creating social media effects and filters, preparing their
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user base for a potential mass release of AR devices.

1.1.1 Content Drives and Follows Technology

These advances create a new age for the consumption of 3D content. 3D content

can be used for a variety of purposes, including entertainment, education, training, and

product visualization. So far, most of the consumption of 3D content has been through

offline rendering and bringing the 3D media into the 2D world. Real-time rendering is

limited to applications in the entertainment and game industry. The restrictions mostly

come from the fact that 3D content is still very expensive to create, and therefore, casual

and day-to-day 3D content either does not exist or lacks quality.

Creative content has always been an area open to skilled users. From drawing to

graphics design, you need to know basic design principles and how to use different software

packages to produce high-quality content. The need for specialized knowledge gets even

more emphasized when working in 3D, where software is usually more expensive and the

learning curve to produce good quality content is even steeper.

However, the story is a little different in capturing everyday moments. Casual content

in 2D, such as recording short video content with mobile phones, is an area of media

creation that has disrupted the content scene [6]. Nowadays, the most popular type of

content is consumer-quality, “honest” video recordings that are produced on the phone

and posted as Tiktoks1 or Reels2.

The question is, what would be the equivalent of these contents for 3D?

1https://www.tiktok.com/.
2Reels are a type of video content on Instagram that were introduced to compete with TikTok. https:

//about.instagram.com/blog/announcements/introducing-instagram-reels-announcement.
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Introduction Chapter 1

1.1.2 Creative 3D content

Creative 3D content has been one of the first use cases of digital 3D content generation,

mainly used for CGI and 3D video games. From the late 80s, when 3D shading and

rendering had entered the entertainment industry, computer graphics software was being

developed for artists. Since then, hundreds of applications would focus on enabling

artists to convert concepts into 3D models. This rapid growth has led to the emergence

of multiple categories of 3D content software, including but not limited to CAD, polygon

modeling, sculpting, procedural modeling, and texturing. Each category usually focuses

on solving specific problems well while still being capable at other tasks. Currently,

Maya, 3ds Max, Cinema 4D, Fusion360, AutoCAD, Houdini, Zbrush, Blender, and many

other software packages, are very popular and robust solutions to produce 3D content.

However, they are all fairly complicated tools and have steep learning curves.

More casual 3D content generation tools have been introduced in recent years. Dreams

by Media Molecule [7] is an excellent example of an approachable 3D modeling software,

which is a game engine released as a video game for PlayStation. Virtual reality has

specifically been a platform for these approachable UIs. Tilt Brush and Poly by Google,

Gravity Sketch [8], Adobe Medium [9], and Substance 3D Modeler[10] are all 3D modeling

applications that use VR very intuitively at different levels of professional ambition. In

the mobile world, Nomad sculpt has a very intuitive tablet interface letting users create

complex sculptures using a stylus.

These applications and associated user interfaces primarily focus on the final visual

product rather than the technical aspects of future usability in interactive scenarios. In

creative scenarios, they fall under concept-art creation tools, and the resulting 3D model

is usually not optimized to be used directly in production. However, additional advances

in 3D content creation tools have allowed artists to quickly convert 3D concepts to usable

4
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assets. To name a few examples, tools that automatically optimize the topology of 3D

meshes such as instaLOD [11] or 3DCoat [12], and technologies such as Nanite [13] for

Unreal engine that let modern game engines handle hundreds of millions of polygons in

a scene.

1.1.3 Capturing 3D content

Capturing 3D information from 2D observation dates back to 1867 and the intro-

duction of photogrammetry for archaeological and geographical purposes [14]. With ad-

vances in computing, computational methods such as structure-from-motion (SfM) [15]

technique rapidly grew. Nowadays, there are many ways to capture 3D scenes, includ-

ing lidar scanners, depth sensors, multiview rigs and modeling techniques that use only

monoscopic cameras for example by employing neural representations [16]. Just like

many other fields, each method comes with specific pros and cons. While advanced lidar

devices are remarkably fast and accurate, they usually come with a very high price tag.

SFM and photogrammetry require expensive software, lots of computation, and lots of

data. Recently, the push for accessible augmented and virtual reality has provided better

and cheaper systems that enable end users to capture real environments more efficiently.

Most high-end smartphones come equipped with depth sensors capable of scanning indoor

environments. This goes hand in hand with the growing demand for creating a virtual

replica of the real world or, as the industry calls it, the “Digital Twin [17].” Although

companies like Apple and Google have constantly been scanning and recreating streets

in large cities, practical augmented reality would not be feasible without the ability to

scan and store all environments.
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1.1.4 From 2D to 3D

There is a lot of content originally created in a 2D format that cannot be experienced

in an immersive way in 3D, such as family photos and videos. This is a problem because

it means that people cannot take advantage of the benefits of 3D experiences, such as

immersiveness and interactivity. One way to address this problem is to create new 3D

versions of existing 2D content. This can be done using specialized 3D modeling software

and leveraging the expertise of people familiar with these tools. However, it would be

very resource intensive and require great effort.

Creating new 3D versions of existing 2D content is a significant challenge. Most 3D

content creation software packages are designed to create content from scratch. Although

there have been attempts at creating image-based modeling tools, the process usually has

a steep learning curve. One way to address this problem is to explore the creation of

innovative yet simplified 3D modeling software specifically designed for this use case. In

doing so, it is essential to study the main elements that contribute to a more immersive

experience and to try to incorporate these elements using simplified and intelligent in-

terfaces. A simplified interface is a key to making such a platform more accessible to

everyone. This would open the door to a wide variety of content that would otherwise

be considered obsolete.

Simplified interfaces should focus on natural interaction design. Natural interaction

is important because it allows people to use their common knowledge of the world and

interactive metaphors while creating content [18]. For example, sculpting using virtual

clay could be second nature, whereas creating a low-poly 3D model in Maya would be

unlike anything a user generally does on a daily basis. In addition, simplified interfaces

should remove clutter and unnecessary features. This will help people focus on the

task and not be distracted by irrelevant information. Virtual and augmented reality are

6
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great modalities to implement these natural interfaces in since the interactions in these

modalities are more aligned with our experience with the real world.

1.1.5 Approachable user interfaces

Performing complicated tasks usually requires sophisticated tools. Due to its tra-

ditional use cases, 3D content generation usually falls under enterprise standards and

needs, which will require particular tooling. For example, 3D models generated for a

video game require a specific level of optimization that reflects a variable level of detail

in model geometry and topology. They might need to be compatible with an engine-

specific shading model or a specialized kind of rigging. All these complications are in the

common toolset of a professional creator when approaching 3D content. However, these

requirements leave casual creators in the dust.

Optimizing and working with hardware limitations is an art that turns obsolete with

advances in hardware and computing power. The history of video games is a graveyard

of optimization techniques such as bit-manipulation, dithering, and fixed-point math

approximations that are just not labor-efficient to do in most cases. It would be a waste

of talent to focus on every single CPU clock cycle in assembly, and these tasks are usually

handed to a sufficiently efficient compiler since computing power is growing exponentially.

Most video games from the early 1990s would take just a few megabytes of data while

creating the same level of complexity with modern game engines will require hundreds

of megabytes. On the other hand, a video game that once required a complete team of

professionals to make could now be made by a single person using a game engine.

We argue that with the ever-growing need for 3D content, these user interfaces need

to go through the same metamorphosis that creative desktop tools went through when

being released for tablets and smartphones. However, in this case, we have a two-sided

7
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requirement. Not only do XR interfaces come with their specific upsides and down-

sides, but with a new use case definition and more powerful platforms, we would have

a vastly different set of content quality requirements. For example, we will not need to

worry about a highly optimized riggable model when capturing 3D memories using a

smartphone if the goal is to only capture a frozen moment in time.

We define Approachable User Interfaces as interfaces that are easy to use and allow

users to accomplish complicated tasks by removing clutter and focusing on critical ele-

ments. These interfaces should rely on familiar affordances and focus on maximizing a

tool’s effectiveness with minimal effort. Approachable interfaces should be second nature

to users, require minimum training and be fun to use. They also need to focus on the

essential goal a user is trying to accomplish by hiding clutter and separating out extra

tools for advanced users. These interfaces can use algorithmic automation and artificial

intelligence to perform the tedious tasks necessary to achieve a final goal while keeping

the user in control of the application flow.

1.1.6 Why user behavior matters

While designing Approachable User Interfaces, it is crucial to study user experiences.

Doing so helps make informed decisions about what features to keep in the interface

and what to focus on to achieve the desired goals. Our primary goal in this body of

work is to create 3D authoring tools that focus on approachable UI. To this end, we par-

tially dedicate our efforts to studying user experiences in 3D environments. Throughout

multiple projects, we investigate the effect of stereoscopic depth, degrees of freedom for

viewing (3DoF vs. 6DoF), locomotion techniques, and lighting on immersiveness, task

performance, and XR side effects like simulation sickness.

8
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1.1.7 AI for simplifying complex tasks

AI has been playing a big role in automation throughout the industry. In robotics,

aviation, and autonomous vehicles, AI has been proven an effective and practical tool.

Content generation specifically has also benefited from AI and automated workflow. Tra-

ditionally, the role of AI and automation in content generation has been focused on spe-

cialized tools. Tools such as the wand selection in Adobe Photoshop or Z-remesher in

Zbrush, are examples of these partially automated algorithms that help content creators

avoid extremely repetitive tasks. However, there has been a serious limitation in using

traditional AI in more holistic content creation. This story, however, has begun to change

with the recent advances in deep learning. Problems that used to be only possible to

be solved by humans are now being tackled by AI, and in some cases, results are more

accurate and efficient.

1.1.8 AI for content generation

3D reconstruction in computer vision and graphics is recreating geometry and light

in a virtual environment as it was in the real world. Algorithms such as Structure

from Motion (SfM) and instruments such as lidar scanners and depth cameras perform

the reconstruction task by gathering reliable information about an environment and

converging to a single correct solution. In cases of missing data or incoherent inputs, these

systems simply won’t produce anything useful. However, if the goal of 3D reconstruction

is to recreate the experience for a human user, that change of focus allows an algorithm to

converge on a plausible output by “hallucinating” the results based on prior observations.

The field of generative models has constantly been growing alongside other areas of

machine learning. Generative adversarial networks (GANs) started with lots of limita-

tions, and today, models like BigGAN [19] or StyleGAN2 [20] can create high-resolution

9
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images that are indistinguishable from real images. Diffusion models [21], are the most

recent architecture for generative models and have been proven even more effective in

metrics such as FID [22] score.

More recently, CLIP-based, text-to-image generation systems like DALL.E [23] Ima-

gen [24] or Stable Diffusion [25] have made a huge impact and are already being used in

commercial applications like Midjourney. Continuous research in that domain has shown

very effective results in text-to-video [26] and text-to-3D [27] as well. It is clear that the

future of content generation will heavily rely on machine learning models.

1.2 Contributions

In this dissertation, through multiple projects, we investigate various ways novel ap-

proachable user interfaces could be utilized for generating and experiencing 3D content.

Throughout the thesis we design and measure 3D user interfaces and study various ele-

ments that affect user performance while experiencing 3D content in AR and VR.

In Chapter 2, we introduce PanoTrace, a 3D image-based modeling tool in VR that

is designed with natural 3D interactions. We propose a novel modeling tool that allows

users to easily add 3D geometry to panorama images, which can significantly increase

the immersion a viewer experiences when viewing the panorama in virtual reality. Our

results indicate that our modeled scenes produce a significantly higher self-rated sense of

immersion than a basic dome geometry for the panorama when viewed in VR with head

orientation and position tracking.

In Chapter 3, we investigate the effects of two main forms of locomotion techniques

in virtual reality on immersion, simulation sickness, and sense of direction through one

of the first wide-area studies in virtual reality involving real walking. We introduce a

new method of mixed reality self-redirection that lets users explore a large environment

10
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Figure 1.1: Overall map of contributions of this dissertation in relation to broader
research areas.

11
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using natural walking. Using the same research platform we developed for this project,

we further investigate the effects of lighting conditions on task performance in wide-area

augmented reality while walking.

In Chapter 4, we explore the space of machine learning (ML) for content generation.

We discuss the existing generative methods in ML for 2D and 3D content. We introduce

DeepDive, a GAN-based 3D application that connects a 3D VR interface into a GAN

to let the user dive into hallucinated sequences of satellite images. We also introduce

CASEIn, our state of art Content Aware Semantic Editing and Inpainting network. We

investigate and compare the results and use cases of this architecture.

In Chapter 5, We introduce Faded, our memory reconstruction system that incorpo-

rates various ML models and approachable user interfaces to let the user create a 3D scene

from limited existing 2D images of a place or memory. We demonstrate the elements,

introduce the ML models and showcase results that were created using the system.

Our work in this dissertation encompasses two primary domains of studying 3D user

experiences and accessibility for content generation. You can see Figure 1.1 for a detailed

visualization of our contributions in these domains. Within the accessibility for content

generation, we define two separate subdomains, designing intelligent creative tools and

designing approachable user interfaces.

Our first work, PanoTrace, touches both of these areas by focusing on designing a

minimal and intuitive 3D UI for 3D content generation and a study on user experience

with different levels of 3D depth and detail. It provides insight into the effects of viewing

degrees of freedom and stereoscopic depth in a panorama on the user’s sense of immersion,

self-reported presence, and simulator sickness. Our work in Chapter 3, labeled “VR

Walking and Teleportation” in Figure 1.1, explores various forms of locomotion in 3D

spaces and their effects on user understanding of a 3D space. The framework implemented

in this work heavily influenced the “Wide Area AR Study [28],” which falls within the

12
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area of studying 3D user experiences.

While PanoTrace briefly investigates smart elements in a creative system, it leaves

most of that domain unexplored. We extensively explore intelligent, creative tools in

Chapter 4 by initially introducing DeepDive, our first attempt to link an intuitive VR

interface with a machine learning algorithm.

Elements of DeepDive are later used in our project Faded, which we introduce in

Chapter 5. Faded is more complicated in design and has more moving parts, with the

central feature being the machine learning model CASEIn. CASEIn is a contribution

solely in the area of deep generative models. Figure 1.1 shows where each work is getting

inspiration and influence from other projects, with Faded being our latest work and there-

fore inheriting the ML model from CASEIn, Networking infrastructure from DeepDive,

3D UI design from PanoTrace and teleportation from VR Walking and Teleportation.

Our work impacts various types of visual media across multiple domains, including

creation accessibility, experience accessibility, and immersiveness. In Figure 1.2, we show

these areas in a 3D chart creating a perceptual map of the space of visual media.

Our works, Faded and PanoTrace, focus on moving from existing 2D data into a

more immersive 3D form. By enabling users to add extra depth values and extrapolate

an existing 2D image in a 3D environment, we positively move 2D panoramas and digital

photos in the domain of creation accessibility and immersiveness.

Extrapolation of 3D scans and 2D images into a unified environment in our work

Faded improves the creation accessibility of 3D scans. In our Walking and Teleportation

in wide-area VR study, we identify the benefits of various methods of locomotion while

exploring 3D environments, which helps improve the immersiveness of 3D scans.

Both PanoTrace and Faded also contribute to the creation accessibility of interactive

3D content by providing innovative 3D user interfaces for 3D modeling.

Overall, this dissertation tackles authoring and experiencing virtual 3D environments

13
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Figure 1.2: Perceptual map of different visual media color-coded based on whether
they are affected by this thesis posed based on their relative location in three domains
of creation accessibility, Experience accessibility, and immersiveness.

by studying user experiences, designing novel, approachable user interfaces, and building

intelligent creative systems. Through various projects, it demonstrates answers to the

ever-growing need to create 3D content by non-professional users. It provides insight into

effective design decisions for these systems by studying user behavior in 3D experiences

while creating these tools. It introduces novel user interfaces to generate 3D content.

And lastly, it showcases the potential of machine learning and generative models in

combination with approachable UI in empowering everyday users to create 3D content.
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Chapter 2

PanoTrace: Interactive 3D Modeling

of 360 Panoramic Images in Virtual

Reality1

2.1 Introduction

Panoramic images are ubiquitous today. The desire to capture and share visual

experiences has led to the development of many kinds of imaging techniques and devices

for the acquisition of visual realities, and surround-scene panoramic images in particular,

capture the experience of being “present” in a scene much better than just single points

of view.

The capture of panoramas can either be done by taking multiple images with a stan-

dard, hand-held camera and then stitching them together with software techniques [30,

1The contents of this chapter have been previously published in VRST ’17: Proceedings of the
23rd ACM Symposium on Virtual Reality Software and Technology © 2017 ACM. Reprinted, with
permission from Ehsan Sayyad, Tobias Höllerer, and Pradeep Sen, PanoTrace: interactive 3D modeling
of surround-view panoramic images in virtual reality [29]
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Figure 2.1: Example modeling action while experiencing a panorama in 6DoF-tracked
VR. We see the user represented as an avatar from the side, a view that is only used
for illustration purposes. The user is presented with a view corresponding to the
avatar’s head pose. The user has just placed a simple ground plane and now observes
the panorama projected onto this plane. (a) User traces a wall line on the reference
plane; (b) the User has extruded the wall.
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31, 32], or directly with specialized panoramic cameras [33, 34, 35, 36, 37]. Furthermore,

many tools and interfaces have been developed to explore and navigate image panoramas,

such as QuickTime VR [38], YouTube Virtual Reality [39], Cardboard Camera VR [40],

or Facebook 360 [41]. The sense of presence that panorama images provide along with

the abundance of capture and visualization tools for them, has resulted in a plethora of

online repositories for panoramic images produced by users all around the world.

 ⴀ 䴀漀搀攀氀 愀渀搀 倀愀渀漀爀愀洀愀 椀渀 
圀漀爀氀搀 匀瀀愀挀攀

㈀ ⴀ 䴀漀搀攀氀 椀渀 琀栀攀 
瀀愀渀漀爀愀洀愀 猀瀀愀挀攀

㌀ ⴀ 䌀甀戀攀洀愀瀀 猀愀洀瀀氀椀渀最 
搀椀爀攀挀琀椀漀渀

㐀 ⴀ 匀愀洀瀀氀椀渀最 琀栀攀 挀甀戀攀洀愀瀀 㔀 ⴀ 匀栀愀搀攀搀 䴀漀搀攀氀

Figure 2.2: This image shows how the projection mapping works in the shader.

Recently, there has also been a flurry of renewed interest in immersive display tech-

nologies such as virtual reality (VR), thanks to the introduction of mass-market systems

such as the Oculus Rift, HTC Vive, and Sony PlayStation VR. However, despite their

full-surround nature and the sense of presence they provide, 2D panoramas have serious

limitations when experienced in VR. 2D panoramic imagery simply lacks geometrical

depth information necessary for viewing with binocular disparity (for stereo rendering)

or for navigation of the scene freely in six degrees of freedom, orientation, and position

(for motion parallax). When viewing a 2D panorama using VR, the user gets the feeling

they are trapped, unable to move inside of a large “bubble” texture-mapped with the

panorama.

This problem can obviously be addressed by augmenting the panorama with geo-

metrical data. The idea of augmenting images with geometry to enable free viewing, or
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providing a sufficient number of alternative viewpoints to enable light field perception,

goes back to the beginnings of image-based rendering [42, 43, 44] Later, researchers also

explored the specific problem of generating geometry for panoramic images. For example,

Oh et al. [45] showed how image-based modeling for panoramic images would result in an

aesthetically pleasing mock-up of the environment. Unfortunately, many of the methods

for augmenting panoramas with geometry usually need expensive or complicated setups

at acquisition time [46, 47].

Other approaches require capturing panoramas at multiple locations in order to em-

ploy structure-from-motion techniques to reconstruct the environment [48].There are

also ways to capture depth information by capturing multiple images and using opti-

cal flow [47, 49]. This often involves special-purpose and often expensive camera rigs

and setups, and in the end, the geometry produced is often affected by noise. We are

interested in the problem of generating depth information, or, even better, full 3D geom-

etry, for 2D panoramas that have already been captured with simpler imaging solutions.

There have been some great automatic approaches to generate 3D model information

from a single image or a small set of images; Some have been successful in generating

a 3D context for a single panorama using a well-trained Support Vector Machine [50].

This would suit specific kinds of environments but can be unsuccessful with a broader

range of scenarios as you need to train the system using ground truth depth information

and manual object annotation.

Finally, it is possible to manually model the scene using traditional 3D modeling tools.

However, these tools are usually complex and require a skill set and a deep understanding

of 3D environments. This makes it difficult for novice users to complete the modeling

task.

We observe that VR itself could be a better environment for creating 3D models of

2D panoramas. After all, since VR is a natural medium for viewing immersive scenes,
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we hypothesize that it would also be the natural medium for creating immersive scene

content. Therefore, in this work, we designed and implemented a complete toolset for

modeling panorama geometry directly in VR. We use projection mapping as a way of

tracing 3D geometry to make it easier for novice users to create complex 3D environments.

We designed a user study to examine the effect of augmenting panoramic images with

geometrical models on a user’s sense of immersion, realism, and discomfort. We com-

pared the geometry created with our tool against other approaches by exposing users to

panoramas rendered with various forms of underlying geometry including no geometry

(infinitely-large sphere, which is what the default panorama would be), a simple hemi-

spherical dome, our modeled scenes with the novel VR toolset, and the ground-truth

geometry available from rendered scenes and Matterport [51] captures. Our results show

that in cases with man-made environments, our modeled scenes had a significantly higher

sense of immersion and realism than basic geometries such as the dome. They also tended

to cause lower discomfort for the user in those cases.

The study results demonstrate that viewing a 2D panorama (with additional model

geometry) using 6DoF (orientation and position) head tracking can significantly increase

the feeling of immersion a viewer experiences. Using our toolset, novice users can model,

in as little as 20 minutes, simple scene geometry that leads to a superior 6DoF viewing

experience compared to projection onto a skydome and is about halfway as effective in

terms of perceived immersion and scene realism as ground truth geometry models.

Previous work

Image based modeling Debevec [42] showed how by using a sparse set of images and

a calibrated camera, some basic geometries could be constructed to match the image

and generate the shape of buildings. Horry [52] presented a way to add depth to a single
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image based on indicating the vanishing points. Criminisi [53] later showed how by tracing

parallel lines in an image, one could calculate the camera position and reconstruct the 3D

model of the image. Zhang et al. [54] demonstrated a way to generate the 3D model of the

scene from a single image based on a sparse set of user-specified constraints on the scene.

Van den Hengel et al. [55] introduced a system to use images in a video as a reference to

create complex 3D geometry while tracking camera movement. While these influential

works all present methods to interactively create 3D geometry from 2D imagery, none

of these operate specifically on surround-view panoramas, and none of these methods

utilize interactive VR technologies for modeling.

3D modeling in VR There have been several early works regarding 3D modeling in

VR [56, 57, 58, 59] and two-handed interaction in virtual environments [60, 61]. More

recently, Jackson [62] generated a creative toolset that lets the user trace curves from

images to create 3D objects. There is also a number of recently commercially available

3D modeling tools for VR [63, 64]. However, to our knowledge, no one has yet addressed

the problem of modeling geometry in existing 2D image panoramas using VR tools.

Contributions

We posit that a 3D modeling interface in VR can be a very effective option to manu-

ally augment 2D panoramas with depth information. In order to create a useful toolset

for novice users, we implemented some novel interactions and features (such as our 3D

texture snapping and some 3D interactions as parts of our bi-manual transformation

interface). We also performed a user study, and the analysis of the results revealed valu-

able information regarding the effect of depth information on a user’s sense of immersion,

realism, and discomfort.
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2.2 System Overview

In this project, we have developed a complete interactive system to model panora-

mas in virtual reality. In the subsections that follow, we shall describe the different

components of our system.

2.2.1 Architecture

The system is implemented using the Unity game engine, selected for its flexibility

and general adoption. We have used SteamVR and the “OpenCV for Unity” plugins to

control the HTC Vive device and use OpenCV functionality in the Unity environment.

The program has been implemented in C# based on the existing Unity classes and data

structures.

Data structure

We used equirectangular Panorama image files as the input. These files are being

converted to OpenGL/ DirectX cubemap textures in Unity. The geometry is also being

handled by Unity’s Mesh class, which contains Vertex, Normal, UV, and Triangle arrays.

In our rendering system, UV and Normal arrays are not being used.

Rendering

All the model geometries are rendered using a cubemap projection shader. A Projec-

tor object sends the panorama’s transformation matrix T ×R× S to the shader. In the

vertex stage, we multiply each vertex’s world position by the panorama matrix to find

the relative vertex position. In the fragment stage, we look up each fragment’s color by

sampling the cubemap using the normalized relative fragment position (see Figure 2.2).

Shading all the geometries with existing panorama data causes images to duplicate on
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Figure 2.3: Texture inpainting: The blue ray indicates the direction from the projec-
tion center. Note how the colors are being repeated on all the surfaces.

the occluded surfaces (see Figure 2.3). This may cause confusion for the user. In order

to diminish this effect, we implemented a shadow map algorithm that treats the projec-

tor as an omnidirectional light source and avoids shading the occluded fragments. We

experimented with different ways of in-painting, i.e., replacing the occluded pixels, and

provided a MIP mapping level control, giving the user an adjustment slider to choose a

level that fits the scene.
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User interface

The user input is handled by a SteamVR plugin. We used an HTC Vive with six-

degree-of-freedom, room-scale tracking. It consists of a head mounted display and two

controllers. A layer of user input handling was implemented on top of the raw input from

SteamVR. The aim of the UI design was to create a 3D modeling interface for novice

users. We focused on avoiding complexity in order to flatten the learning curve for the

toolset. We developed a dynamic Pie menu system (see Figure 3.3) to benefit from the

touch interface of the Vive controllers. We were able to select from up to 10 radial menu

items effectively. However, for our final design, we limited the menu items to 5. Each

menu item could trigger an action or lead to a sub-menu. Users can explore the menu

system linearly (they can press the back button to return to the parent menu). Using

the HTC Vive tracking functionality, users can move controllers and walk in the space.

We also implemented basic 3D user interactions in the form of aiming and selecting,

grabbing, shaking, and bimanual interactions.

2.2.2 Modeling

In order to model a panorama that corresponds to the ground-truth depth, first the

transformation of the panoramic camera should be known. Unlike normal photographs,

panoramas are by default considered to be equivalent to 6 pinpoint cameras with 90◦

field of view. Therefore, there is no need to calibrate for lens distortion. However, if

a panorama is not aligned correctly, the importer needs to know the quaternion repre-

senting the panoramic camera’s orientation. Users can use existing techniques to realign

panoramas before introducing them to the system. A panorama’s height can be adjusted

while inserting a reference plane. The rest of the modeling, like finding the location of the

walls, will proceed based on the visual feedback on the reference plane (see Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.4: Our pie menu with some 3D geometry to showcase the functionality of
each control. The menu appears above the touchpad on the controller.

Traditional modeling tools

3D brush tool: the brush tool draws geometry in a freehand style. This gives the user

the ability to model more complex and organic shapes (see part (d) in Figure 2.5)

3D bimanual transformation tool: Users can point to and select objects in 3D.

Objects can be moved and rotated with one hand. We apply the selecting controller’s

transformation to the object that we are displacing. Users can also move, rotate and

scale the object using two controllers. We generate a transformation matrix that rotates,

moves, and scales based on the position and rotation of the two controllers in each frame.

This results in a widget-less direct manipulation tool that is easy to learn for novice

users. A duplicate button is also placed on the controller to make a copy of the created

shapes (see parts (a),(b),(c) in Figure 2.5)
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Extrusion and vertex editing tool: The Extrusion tool works by creating a ground

plane and extruding it to make walls. A vertex editing tool is provided to adjust the

vertices to their correct locations. As the user points the tool to surface geometry, we

cast a ray and find the contact point. The user can choose multiple points to create a

polygon and extrude the polygon using the controller (see Figure 2.1)

Navigation: Our system offers different ways of navigation. The first one is the natural

six-degree-of-freedom movement that the VR tracking provides. Users can walk and turn

as long as they do not leave the Vive’s tracking area. We also give the user the ability

to fly around using a fly button. This is useful for users that do not experience motion

sickness in VR. We also provide a World in Miniature [65] experience, which gives the

user the ability to resize themselves to have better access to areas that are otherwise

hard to reach or to change their precision by focusing on specific points.

Novel modeling tools

Panoramic image snapping: We implemented an image snapping algorithm [66] to

help the user snap the pointer to points of interest on the panorama. We first create

a Canny Edge cubemap for the panorama that we are modeling. Then, in each frame,

we cast a ray to the geometry and find the contact point. Using the direction from the

projection center to the contact point, we find the corresponding cubemap face and pixel.

We apply the technique to find the snapping point. Based on the snapping point and

the cubemap face, we regenerate a new ray as the snapping pointer ray. Canny edge

detection could produce some undesired lines that do not represent change in geometry

(such as shadow lines). However user can disable the snapping on the areas with large

amount of false edge detection. (see Figure 3.9).
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⠀愀⤀ ⠀戀⤀

⠀搀⤀⠀挀⤀

Figure 2.5: (a) Object selection with a laser pointer. (b) Bringing objects closer using
a wheel. (c) Freeform bi-manual transformation of a cube. (d) Brush tool with tube
and cube strokes with varying brush sizes.
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Figure 2.6: Red pixels showing the Canny edges. Laser pointer snaps to these pixels
to help the user aim.

Texture baking and object duplication: A realtime-shader-based texture baking

procedure was developed to support object duplication functionality. We generate an

unwrapped UV set for the object and render it to a separate buffer using UV coordinates

as vertex positions. Then we save the buffer as a texture and assign it to an unlit textured

shader and render the object using that shader. Baked textures will be undistorted if

they are projected on the correct corresponding 3D geometry. This makes it possible to

extract textures for later use directly from the panorama (see Figure 3.12).

Depth information refinement: Depth data calculated from structure-from-motion

or stereo-reconstruction techniques tend to be very noisy. We demonstrate a use case

for our modeling tool as a refining and healing tool for existing depth information. This

could also benefit cases of missing geometric information; We applied our tool to stereo

depth-map panoramas from the Nokia OZO camera [37]. This high-end stereo real-time

panoramic video camera specifically targets VR but it does not provide perfect stereo

imagery: for example, it produces stereo imagery only for a field of view of +/−130◦(h),

+/−65◦ (v). The rest of the surround field of regard does not have depth information. On
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⠀愀⤀

⠀戀⤀

Figure 2.7: (a) 3D geometry of the object is created and the object is shaded using
cubemap projection. (b) Pixels are baked onto a texture and object is duplicated.

these areas, and for noise within the existing depth map, missing depth can be replaced

with user-generated 3D geometry or corrected with healing tools (see Figure 2.8).

2.3 Modeling Results

To test our system, we decided on a diverse set of representative panoramas, for

which some sort of ground truth depth information was obtainable. Ground truth 3D
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⠀愀⤀ ⠀戀⤀ ⠀挀⤀
Figure 2.8: (a) Error in depth information retrieved from the Nokia OZO panoramic
camera is visible on the books. (b) User is refining the depth using the brush tool.
(c) The result (just the stack of books was modified)

models of panoramic scenes are generally hard to come by, as most panorama capturing

techniques will not provide noise-free depth information. Therefore, we decided to include

computer-generated photorealistic-looking scenes, as those contain the actual ground-

truth geometry implicitly. We created several surround environments from commercially

available raytracing resources and rendered them using a bidirectional path tracer. We

also decided to compare our method with scenes we captured with the Matterport 3D

capturing system [51]. We selected 6 representative panoramas (3 synthetic outdoor

scenes and 3 Matterport-modeled indoor scenes) for our test set. An expert user worked

with PanoTrace on 2D panoramas for each of these scenes, for a maximum of 20 minutes

to create PanoTrace scene models, not using any ground truth information, just the plain

2D panorama for each scene, and our system.

The Matterport capturing system is much more suitable for indoor scenes than for

outdoor scenes and high-frequency depth information is challenging for it. We decided

to dedicate the rendered scenes to outdoor environments and high-frequency details such
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Figure 2.9: Panoramas along with the ground-truth depth map and the depth map
resulting from the expert user’s attempt to model the scene with PanoTrace. (a),(b)
and (c) are synthetic rendered scenes and (d),(e), and (f) are real scenes captured
using the Matterport system. RMSE and ARE errors are provided for each PanoTrace
model
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as plants and foliage. All 3 Matterport scenes cover indoor environments. Overall, this

selection approach ensured the variability of test cases in our user study and lets us

compare the success of our system in modeling different types of environments.

Figure 2.9 shows the results of the PanoTrace modeling efforts as equirectangular

projections for each panorama, PanoTrace-created depth map, and ground truth depth

map. It also lists two common depth image difference metrics [67] for each pair of

PanoTrace and ground truth depth images: Absolute Relative Error [68] and RMSE [69].

The smaller these values, the more similar the PanoTrace panorama models were to

ground truth. Several observations can be made here:

In terms of modeling error as compared to ground truth for each depth map stemming

from the 20-minute PanoTrace session our reasonably experienced modeler spent on each

panorama, the indoor Matterport scenes generally are better than the synthetic outdoor

scenes (with the exception of panorama e), which is a panorama of a more confined

space than the others, and the ARE metric biases against that to a certain extent -

perceptually, the modeled depth and the ground truth are still very close there). The

example of panorama c) demonstrates that natural geometry such as tree branches and

foliage are difficult to model in a short amount of time, and panorama b) exemplifies a

case where visually apparent differences do not factor too badly into the metrics because

relevant geometry occurs generally at large distances.

2.4 User Study

A user study was conducted to compare user experiences with different geometrical

representations of the same panoramas, including the results of our PanoTrace modeling

system. Panoramas can be presented on VR headsets in different ways. In all cases,

the user’s head was orientation-tracked, so that he or she could look around naturally
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in the surround panorama. Head position tracking did only have an effect in our 6DoF

conditions (see Study Setup below for conditions). When geometry (a simple skydome,

our PanoTrace model, or a ground truth model) was present and 6DoF tracking mode

was on, the user could move the head around, and even take a few steps, to perceive the

scene with motion parallax. In that case, textures behind objects were simply duplicated

(see Figure 2.3 a ). We were interested in the question of what advantages a 3D panorama

might have over a 2D panorama in terms of perceived realism, immersion, and viewing

comfort, and how far a PanoTrace model with a modeling time limit of 20 minutes can

get you towards a detailed 3D panorama. In this section, we discuss the details of this

study.

2.4.1 Participants

We iteratively designed the study by first performing pilot studies with 3 users. Then,

for the actual study, a total of 11 participants were recruited, ages 18 to 32 years old

(average 23.2), 7 male and 4 female. Participants had either normal (7 users) or corrected

vision (4 users). We did not have participants with colorblindness or stereoblindness, as

determined by standard tests. Of the 11 users, 8 reported themselves as having “only

tried out VR a few times,” 2 said they were not familiar with VR at all, and 1 user said

they “frequently used VR.” Each user was compensated with $10 US for the 1.5 hours

they spent on the study.

2.4.2 Study setup

To do the study, 6 panoramas were chosen, 3 of them synthetic and rendered using

a path-tracer, and 3 of them captured with a Matterport 3D capturing system. Each

panorama was presented with 7 different conditions (3DoF and 6DoF represent 3 and 6
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degrees of freedom, respectively):

1. 2D: Plain 2D panorama without being projected to 3D geometry (equivalent to an

infinitely large sphere, only viewed in 3DoF).

2. Dome 3DoF: panorama projected on a user-adjusted hemisphere geometry, viewed

with 3DoF head orientation tracking.

3. Dome 6DoF: panorama projected on a user-adjusted hemisphere geometry, viewed

with 6DoF head-tracking.

4. PanoTrace model 6DoF: panorama projected on the model that an expert user

prepared in 20 minutes, viewed with 6DoF head-tracking.

5. PanoTrace model 3DoF: panorama projected on the model that an expert user

prepared in 20 minutes, viewed with 3DoF head orientation tracking.

6. Ground truth with 6DoF: panorama projected on the ground truth geometry,

viewed with 6DoF head-tracking.

7. Ground truth with 3DoF: panorama projected on the ground truth geometry,

viewed with 3DoF head orientation tracking.

The user-study framework was developed using the Unity engine [70]. The study

system presents the panoramas in random order on an HTC Vive VR head-mounted

display (HMD). For each panorama, the user would experience 2 repetitions of each

condition, so that we could check on the consistency of responses.

2.4.3 Task

The 7 conditions listed above with 2 repetitions each resulted in 14 test scenes for

each panorama. Each user was shown scenes 1–14 in two cycles. In the first cycle, the
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user would be given an overview of all 14 scenes, and then in the second cycle, they

would answer questions about each. Users could move on to the next scene by pushing a

button on their controller. The scene number would show up on their controller. After

experiencing each scene in the second cycle, users had to answer these 3 questions on a

Likert scale:

• “How strongly did you feel like actually being in the scene?” (immersion)

• “How realistic was the experience of the scene?” (realism)

• “How much discomfort did you experience while viewing the scene?” (discomfort)

The questions would pop up on the display after the users chose to proceed from the

scene.

2.4.4 Experimental design

We used a within-subjects design with 3 dependent variables (immersion, realism,

discomfort) and 2 independent variables (6 panoramas, 7 conditions). We really consid-

ered four different conditions (baseline 2D, Skydome, Model from PanoTrace, and ground

truth) and two different degrees of freedom for viewing (3DoF and 6DoF) but since it

doesn’t make sense to experience the plain 2D panorama in 6DoF, we simply enumerated

the seven resulting conditions. The order of independent variables were defined randomly

for each user.

Our hypotheses about the outcome of the study were as follows:

H1: Users will experience more immersion, more realism, and less discomfort in

expert-user-modeled scenes (using our tool) compared to the less detailed dome scene.
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H2: Users will not experience more immersion, more realism, and less discomfort in

the ground truth model scenes compared to the expert-user-modeled scenes using our

tool.

2.4.5 Procedure

Before the study could begin, each participant was tested for colorblindess using

Ishiahara color plates, and for stereoblindness using a VR random dot stereogram. Then

they filled out the pre-study questionnaire with their demographics and some background

information. Next, the user was asked to stand in the tracking area while wearing the

HMD. The test administrator explained how to operate the system and how many scenes

are they going to explore, but they did not recommend any option. Also, users were not

asked to pay attention to the differences between the scenes. They were told that they

could have some limited movement in the tracking space (e.g., walking a few steps).

After finishing the study, users could choose to interact with the modeling system in

the remaining time. Administrator explained how to toolset would work and how to use

the tooltips to learn the interactions in our tool. Later, users could choose to model one

of our modeled scenes from scratch.

2.4.6 User study results

After experiencing each scene, participants were asked to rate the experience based

on the amount of immersion, realism and discomfort that they felt, on 7-point Likert

scales. The average values are shown in Figure 2.9.

We performed a Wilcoxon signed-rank test on the dependent variables to check for

any statistically significant difference between 3DoF and 6DoF. All three variables, Im-

mersion, Realism, and Discomfort, showed to be significantly affected by DoF (see Ta-
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Table 2.1: Wilcoxon signed-rank test on the dep. variables by DoF. Listed are
the Likert question means, critical z, and p values. Scenes were perceived as more
immersive, more realistic, and less discomfort-inducing with 6DoF viewing.

Dep. Variable M 3DoF M 6DoF z p

Immersion 4.39 4.81 5.532 <.0005
Realism 4.42 4.56 3.007 0.003

Discomfort 2.38 1.97 -6.929 <.0005

ble 2.1), with 6DoF viewing leading to higher reported immersion and realism, and lower

discomfort levels.

For each dependent variable, a Friedman test was run to determine if there were differ-

ences in participant responses using any of the different 3D Model categories (2D, Dome,

PanoTrace, and Ground Truth). Pairwise comparisons were performed with Bonferroni

correction for multiple comparisons.

Main Findings

The main findings relating to the performance of our PanoTrace models in terms of

perceived immersion, realism, and viewing comfort among the 6DoF viewing conditions

can be summarized as follows:

• PanoTrace models and Ground Truth models provided a greater sense of immersion

than Dome models when viewed with 6DoF head tracking.

• Both PanoTrace models and Dome models provided a lower sense of realism than

Ground Truth models overall across all six panoramas when viewed with 6DoF

head tracking.

• For indoor Matterport models, only Dome provided a lower sense of realism than

Ground Truth.
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Additionally, we observed the interesting effect among the 3DoF viewing conditions

that the Dome condition resulted in lower viewing discomfort than the plain 2D panorama

condition.

We categorize all detailed results as follows:

6DoF immersion

Immersion values were significantly different using different model categories, χ̃2(2) =

31.311, p < .0005. Post-hoc analysis revealed statistically significant differences in Im-

mersion from Dome (Mean = 4.44) to PanoTrace (mean = 4.80) (p = 0.027) and Dome

(mean = 4.44) (p = .027) to Ground Truth (mean = 5.19), but not between Ground

Truth and PanoTrace models.

This supports both hypotheses H1 and H2.

6DoF realism

Realism values were significantly different using different model categories, χ̃2(2) =

21.919, p < .0005. Post-hoc analysis revealed statistically significant differences in Real-

ism from Ground Truth (mean = 4.98) to Dome (mean = 4.24) (p < 0.0005) and from

Ground Truth (mean = 4.98) (p = .049) to PanoTrace, but not between the Dome and

PanoTrace models.

This supports hypothesis H1 but does not support hypothesis H2.

6DoF discomfort

Discomfort values were significantly different using different model categories, χ̃2(2) =

31.311, p = .004 according to the Friedman test, with discomfort highest for the Dome

geometry. However, a Bonferroni post-hoc analysis did not reveal statistically significant

differences in discomfort from different models.
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Based on these results we decided to narrow down the data-set in one more step.

We filtered out the panoramas that were computer-generated and focused on the indoor

panoramas that were captured by Matterport.

6DoF - indoor - immersion

Immersion values were significantly different using different model categories, χ̃2(2) =

17.495, p ¡ .0005. Post-hoc analysis showed statistically significant differences in Immer-

sion from Dome (mean = 4.09) to PanoTrace (mean = 4.83) (p = 0.027) and Dome

(mean = 4.09) (p = .001) to Ground Truth (mean = 5.12), but not between the Ground

Truth and PanoTrace models.

This supports both hypotheses H1 and H2.

6DoF - indoor - realism

Realism values were significantly different using different model categories, χ̃2(2) =

13.624, p = 0.001. Post-hoc analysis revealed statistically significant differences in Re-

alism from Ground Truth (mean = 4.92) to Dome (mean = 3.91) (p = 0.006) but not

between the Ground Truth and PanoTrace (mean = 4.50) models.

This supports hypothesis H2 but does not support hypothesis H1.

6DoF - indoor - discomfort

Immersion values were significantly different using different model categories, χ̃2(2) =

16.775, p < .0005. Post-hoc analysis showed statistically significant differences in Im-

mersion from Ground Truth (mean = 1.74) to Dome (mean = 2.35) (p = 0.008) but not

between the Ground Truth and PanoTrace (mean = 1.97) models.

This supports hypothesis H2 but does not support hypothesis H1.
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3DoF immersion, realism and discomfort

We performed the Friedman test using the results from all 3DoF conditions. The test

showed significant differences between the models for all 3 dependent variables. A set of

Bonferroni post-hoc tests only showed a significant decrease (p = 0.037) of discomfort

for dome (mean = 2.15 ) as compared to 2D (mean = 2.65).
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Figure 2.9: User responses for Immersion, Realism, and Discomfort. Note that only
(a) includes a plain 2D panorama condition. (b) and (c) are showcasing results under
the 6DoF-head-motion condition, which is not meaningful for 2D panoramas
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2.5 Discussion

We expected the result for our expert users’s PanoTrace models to fall in between the

ground truth and our very basic 3D model, the dome, in many of the scenarios. Across

all datasets, we could not find a statistically significant difference between PanoTrace

models and the dome. However, for 6DoF viewing, this was the case. The mean for all

three dependent variables for our method was always in between the ground truth and

the dome and there was significance for immersion between Dome and PanoTrace but

not between PanoTrace and Ground Truth.

Most of the results that were aligned with our hypotheses were about the participants’

sense of immersion. This may mean that even a modestly realistic environment can feel

more immersive if it somehow provides a proper response to the user’s movements.

In the 6DoF cases, the realism perceived from PanoTrace models was significantly less

than the ground truth. This could be related to the fact that our tool is not really strong

at modeling organic and very detailed geometry, such as trees and foliage. This was a

motivation for us to also analyze the data regarding indoor Matterport scenes separately.

On the indoor Matterport scenes, our method is shown to be very effective. This could

be due to three factors. First, Matterport scenes do not have many organic objects, so

it was easier to for the expert user to create a representation of the scene. Second,

Matterport models are not the actual ground truth, as the system has artifacts and is an

approximation of the true geometry. Third, the Matterport scenes all include geometry

close to the user. The skydome approach would not naturally do well with such scenes.

The very significant difference between 6DoF and 3DoF shows the importance of the

movement for the users, since users were told they could move if they wished. Many of

them did try to walk in the environments, and reported feeling dizzy when the panorama

was ’moving with them’ as happens with 3DoF viewing.
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There appears to be a benefit of using simple dome geometry in the 3DoF viewing

case in terms of discomfort, i.e., the Dome condition had lower discomfort than the plain

2D condition. This means that surround panoramic content in VR would likely benefit

from this simple viewing adjustment.

2.6 Conclusion and Future Work

We designed and developed a system to model 2D panoramas interactively in virtual

reality, featuring several novel interactions. We demonstrated the tool by modeling sev-

eral scenes, both reconstructed physical spaces, and virtual computer graphics scenes, for

which ground truth geometry was accessible. Then we designed a user study, in which

participants experienced different versions of six surround-view panoramas and reported

their sense of immersion, scene realism, and discomfort. An analysis of the collected data

provided statistical evidence on the significance of our tool.

In the end our tool proves to be very effective in certain areas, such as modeling

man-made indoor scenes (rooms and furniture) and still of relevance for complex natural

outdoor scenes.

However there are a lot of expansions that would seem appropriate for this work.

A more automated approach involving additional computer vision constraints would be

a worthwhile extension of this system. One might utilize previous existing machine

learning [71, 72] or computer vision approaches [73] to generate 3D geometry from a single

image. Also, using interactive lighting control could be an effective way of increasing the

interactivity, user engagement and immersion. Implementing a relighting algorithm for

the projective texture mapping would also benefit this system.
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Chapter 3

Walking and Teleportation in

Wide-Area Virtual Reality

Experiences1

Virtual reality (VR) has the potential to revolutionize the way we experience entertain-

ment and interact with the world around us. However, in order for VR to reach its full

potential, it is important to understand how people respond to and interact with different

types of VR experiences.

Location-based VR, in particular, offers a unique opportunity for people to engage

with VR in a way that is not possible with at-home VR. In location-based VR, people

are able to physically move around a large space, which can provide a more immersive

and interactive experience. At the same time, it is important to consider the trade-offs

of natural walking versus artificial locomotion techniques, such as teleportation, in terms

1The contents of this chapter have been previously published in 2020 IEEE International Symposium
on Mixed and Augmented Reality (ISMAR) © 2020 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission from Ehsan
Sayyad, Tobias Höllerer, and Misha Sra, Walking and teleportation in wide-area virtual reality experi-
ences [74]
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of presence and user preference.

In this chapter, we show that by comparing natural walking to teleportation in a large

physical space, we were able to understand the impact of these two different locomotion

techniques on presence and user preference. Our results suggest that walking may be

a preferred method of locomotion in VR and that teleportation may lead to increased

simulator sickness, while also indicating a potential relationship between natural walking

and increased presence.

Overall, this study has important implications for the design and development of

location-based VR experiences. By understanding how people respond to different lo-

comotion techniques, we can create VR experiences that are more immersive, engaging,

and enjoyable for users.

3.1 Introduction

Since the early days of virtual reality (VR), the consumer market has been a major

focus of the field. With the introduction of cheaper and more capable devices in recent

years, consumer VR has continued to gain popularity and is now increasingly inspiring

creators to integrate VR in entertainment experiences in innovative ways. For example,

amusement parks offer VR roller coaster rides [75], entire theme parks are dedicated to

VR[76], and chefs in New York City host culinary experiences that incorporate VR [77].

Location-based VR has emerged as a new category of entertainment with venues set up

in warehouses or existing malls and movie theaters. Companies create bespoke high-end

experiences[78, 79] where groups of people roam freely in large physical spaces. While

location-based VR setups vary and can utilize a wide range of tracking spaces from 5x5m

rooms in Dreamscape [79] to much larger warehouse-sized spaces in The Void [78], in

this work we consider tracking spaces larger than 10x10m as wide area. Real walking
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is a primary form of locomotion in these experiences. Sometimes, the VR space size

requirements are constrained by physical space size, layout, and obstacles. If a large open-

tracked interaction space is available for wide-area VR, VR environments can flexibly be

layered on top of the physical space.

A compelling use case for virtual and augmented reality (AR) deployed in wide-

area environments is the possibility of storytelling for educational and entertainment

purposes in the physical world. Location-based AR applications such as Pokémon Go

have already shown tremendous success. With a few more technological advancements,

one could imagine creating immersive narratives similar to theme parks anywhere without

the theme park infrastructure. Immersive AR content could seamlessly transition to

immersive VR content depending on the type of physical space a user walks through.

We are interested in exploring the technical and cognitive feasibility and side effects of

such scenarios. In pursuit of these future possibilities, we present what we believe is

the first study evaluating cognitive impact of real walking in VR over wide-area spaces.

Prior work has explored real walking in wide-area VR, in both indoor and outdoor spaces.

Hive [80] is a 570 m2 indoor space tracked with an outside-in World Viz PPT X8 tracking

system. The virtual environment is rendered on backpack-worn computers to enable

mobility in the tracking space. In contrast, VRoamer [81] uses a head-mounted device

with inside-out tracking to dynamically generate virtual elements in ways that allow

users to safely walk in indoor spaces. DreamWalker [82] is a system for walking to a

pre-defined real world destination while staying fully immersed in VR with pathfinding

and obstacle avoidance in a pre-authored VR environment. Though some of these works

include user studies to validate the design aspects of the system, there remains a gap in

the literature on studying the effects of walking in wide-area VR on presence, simulator

sickness, and cognitive map building. There has also been limited research on comparing

natural walking and teleportation in these domains. Teleportation has been compared
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to joystick based movement [83, 84] and other forms of locomotion in room-scale VR.

Similarly, natural walking in small environments has been compared to multiple forms

of joystick control with respect to several aspects of cognition [85]. Our work aims to

address this gap by comparing wide area natural walking with teleportation for presence,

simulation sickness, cognitive map building, and user preference.

The benefits of supporting natural body movement have been extensively studied in

VR. For example, walking has been shown to result in higher self-reported presence than

walking-in-place and joystick-based locomotion [86]. Walking has also shown superior

performance on search tasks [87] with benefits for spatial orientation [88] and atten-

tion [89]. Despite well-known advantages of walking in VR, it is not often employed in

room scale experiences because a direct mapping of physical walking to virtual motion

makes it impossible to reach virtual spaces that fall outside of the boundaries of the

physical tracking space [90].

Since walking in VR has been studied since the mid 90s, it is not very surprising

that some study results are contradictory. We believe the differences are probably due

to the studies being conducted in different decades with different hardware and virtual

environments. For example, in 1999 Usoh et al. [86] showed walking to elicit higher

presence than walking-in-place or flying in an indoor environment of 5x4m, while in 2005

Zanbaka et al. [91] found no differences in simulator sickness between real walking in a

small room and several virtual travel techniques, and in 2009 Suma et al. [92] showed

walking to cause high motion sickness in a complex maze environment [92].

For location-based VR, walking is the primary form of locomotion, while teleportation

tends to be the primary form for room-scale VR experiences. Both primarily stem from

tracking space availability, though location-based VR experiences are also co-located

social VR experiences [79, 78] for which walking works better than teleportation. As

each locomotion technique varies in its usability, influences the user’s sense of presence
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differently, fatigues the users to varying degrees, and elicits different levels of motion

sickness, it also has a different impact on virtual task performance [87].

Most of the previous comparative studies on natural walking use joystick control as an

alternative interface. In a more recent study [84], Buttussi et. al. showed that a point and

teleport interface can be superior to joystick control with regard to simulator sickness,

presence, and ease of use. We chose point and teleport as our comparison locomotion

technique. In this work, we explore natural walking and teleportation in a wide-area

space to understand their influence on presence and cognitive map building. Walking

in large physical spaces has only recently become affordable, due to the availability of

standalone VR headsets such as the Lenovo Mirage Solo or the Oculus Quest that have

built-in inside-out tracking.

To the best of our knowledge this is the first comparative study of natural walking in

a wide-area VR experience. We compared a variety of metrics against controller-based

point and teleport. We also investigated the transfer of previous findings about real

walking both to wider areas and to state-of-the-art lightweight mobile VR headsets in

high-fidelity outdoor and indoor virtual environments.

We encouraged scene exploration via an object collection task and compared virtual

scene coverage and mental map formation through a series of pointing tasks after ex-

ploration. We also assessed user preference, and administered presence and simulator

sickness questionnaires.

Our results provide insights into the effects of walking and teleportation in wide-area

VR experiences. They indicate decided advantages of natural walking over teleporta-

tion in wide-area VR in terms of user preference and induced disorientation with some

indications of better mental map formation.
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3.2 Related Work

Here we discuss related prior work in three categories: locomotion in AR/VR, redi-

rected walking and spatial cognitive map building.

3.2.1 Locomotion in AR/VR

Navigation is a universal task performed in both real and virtual environments [93].

AR users can easily navigate and avoid obstacles as the world is visible through AR

displays. Games like Pokémon Go [94] and Human Pacman [95] are successful examples

that enabled interaction with virtual objects while moving in the real world with high

levels of enjoyment and sensory gratification. However, research shows risks of injury

even when the physical environment is visible [96]. This risk is multiplied in VR when

the physical world is not visible.

Walking in VR has been desirable due to its ease of use [87] and its ability to elicit

higher presence compared to other techniques like walking-in-place or flying [86], and

joystick-based locomotion [83]. However, effectively navigating VR environments without

provoking VR sickness continues to be a major obstacle for VR development [97]. A lot of

research has focused on creating novel techniques to enable walking in room scale setups,

such as redirected walking[98], resetting [99], or perceptual illusions in VMotion[100].

However, these techniques are not yet commonly available in at-home VR experiences as

they require at least some tracking space for the user to move. For example, VMotion

requires the user to have at least a 4x4m space while for curvature gain to remain unde-

tected, the circular walking arc needs to have a radius of at least 22m [101]. More recent

work shows that users can be redirected on a circular arc with radius of either 11.6m or

6.4m depending on the estimation method used [102] As a consequence of tracking space

limitations, teleportation has become the most commonly used locomotion technique in
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room scale VR experiences [103].

The most basic form of teleportation involves the user pointing a controller towards

a position in the virtual world and clicking a button to instantly move there [104]. Since

it discontinuously translates the viewpoint, instant teleportation does not generate any

optical flow, and thus reduces the risk of vection induced VR sickness [105, 106, 107, 108].

However, this beneficial reduced VR sickness comes with an increase in disorientation

and break in presence [109]. To address this many variations of teleportation have been

proposed that each show improvement in certain aspects. For example, the scene blinks to

blackness momentarily as one moves to a new location in Blink [110]. Or in Telepath [111],

users move smoothly along a hand-drawn path at walking speed. In Dash [108], user

viewpoint is discontinuously but rapidly translated to the point of interest, which leads

to better path integration.

3.2.2 Redirected walking

Redirected walking allows users to walk naturally in virtual worlds through continu-

ous manipulation of mapping between physical and virtual rotations that steer the user

away from the tracking space boundaries [98]. To overcome tracking space limitation,

a number of redirection techniques have been proposed that manipulate the user’s per-

ceived self-motion such as translation [112, 113], rotation [101], or curvature gain [114],

motion compression [115], and virtual scene manipulation such as portals [116], saccadic

redirection [117], and non-Euclidean geometry [90] to enable walking in the larger virtual

area without exiting the smaller tracking area. All of these techniques either rotate the

virtual world or scale the user’s motion to allow them to cover more virtual ground.

They typically require a large physical space [101] or have difficulty changing a user’s

direction when the user gets close to tracking space boundaries [118], and are thus some-
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what limited in their use in consumer applications. Reorientation or resetting is a class

of techniques that stop and reorient the user when they are close to the boundary of

the tracking space, unlike redirection, which is applied continuously. Williams et al. [99]

proposed reset techniques that direct the user to walk backward or to physically turn

around while the virtual world remains frozen. As resetting interrupts the natural walk-

ing experience, it may decrease the user’s sense of presence. To mitigate disruption,

VMotion [100], combines the perceptual illusion of inattentional blindness with various

visibility control techniques to mask the virtual world rotation by engaging the user in

the story.

3.2.3 Cognitive map building

People learn the spatial layout of new environments (locations, distances, directions)

relatively quickly and acquisition begins as soon as they arrive in a place [119]. They

create a world-reference frame for the layout representing the environment in an allo-

centric form also called a cognitive map, survey knowledge, mental model, or mental

map [120]. Peck et al. [121] compared redirected walking to walking-in-place and joy-

stick for navigational ability (i.e.,, the performance during a search task) and reported

that participants “traveled shorter distances, made fewer wrong turns, pointed to hidden

targets more accurately and more quickly, and were able to place and label targets on

maps more accurately” when using redirected walking. Langbehn et al. [83] also showed

that redirected walking better enabled users to unconsciously acquire spatial knowledge

about the virtual world than teleportation or using a joystick. In another study where

portals were used to reorient the user, teleportation was compared to joystick and walking

through portals [122] and was found to be faster than walking, but worse than joystick

for determining orientation. Proprioception and translational body-based information
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(a) Indoor Virtual Spaces

(b) Outdoor Virtual Spaces

Figure 3.1: (a): Indoor virtual spaces, which are two adapted halves of the same
Matterport 3D dataset model. (b) Outdoor virtual spaces, created by authors in two
different shapes.

was found to significantly improve navigational performance and accuracy of cognitive

maps [120, 87]. Since walking provides proprioceptive information and is inherently

translational, it should help in better cognitive map building than non-translational lo-

comotion techniques like teleportation, and this forms the basis of our experiment.
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3.3 Formative Experimentation

We used the Lenovo Mirage Solo VR headset with inside-out tracking and a 3DoF

handheld controller and Google VR SDK for Unity for the experiment. By default, for

safety, the device fades to black if the user moves around more than 1m, a measure that

we disabled in developer mode to allow for walking large distances. The SDK, however,

does not provide access to the localization and mapping process, so it was not possible for

us to tune or improve the tracking programmatically. Therefore, we needed to find, by

trial and error, physical locations with favorable tracking conditions, to run a wide-area

walking experiment.

We tested several outdoor areas at different times of the day to determine where our

device’s tracking system would work best. While tracking worked intermittently in all

these spaces, outdoor dynamic lighting proved to be problematic. Even though most of

our testing was done during the day in shady spots or close to dusk, we damaged the

display on one device due to accidental exposure to sunlight when transporting the device

to the test site. Lighting also changed dramatically during the hour of the experiment,

causing uneven tracking performance. The inside-out tracking would also fail often as

there were fewer distinct texture features in these wide area spaces than necessary for

tracking to work seamlessly. We conducted tests in a baseball field, a soccer field with

floodlights, on a grassy campus quadrangle, and on a marked track and field area. While

we expected tracking to work due to sufficient texture, field markings and other such

features, it failed repeatedly, most likely due to the self-similarity of grass and ground

textures and other landmarks being too far away to create sufficient parallax.

We experimented with a mixed-reality locomotion technique in which we would fade

in the camera feed from the headset into the user’s peripheral vision each time they

started moving and fade back to full VR view when the user stopped and simply looked
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Figure 3.2: Blending in the real environment on the periphery to help users avoid
physical obstacles. This technique was not used in our final walking experiment, but
is an interesting option in smaller spaces.

around (see Figure 3.2). Pilot users testing this interface successfully maintained focus

on the virtual environment and felt immersed even while walking and seeing the real

world in their periphery. While this technique creates an effective AR + VR interface

in a single device, it also introduces differences for different users and different scene

explorations, as users would see the physical world shining through at different times.

The lighting and tracking issues led us to test indoors in a few different basketball

courts and gyms on our campus, and in those environments, there was no risk of bumping

into obstacles or stumbling on uneven ground. Therefore, we did not end up employing

this technique for our experiment in the end, but it is a compelling UI for eventual

deployment of wide-area VR walking.
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3.4 Experiment

In this experiment, we analyze the effects of two locomotion techniques, namely,

natural walking and instant teleportation, on cognitive map building in VR. We also

consider other aspects of virtual experiences, such as motion sickness, sense of presence,

and user preference of the locomotion technique.

Instant teleportation is a point-and-click mechanism that does not require the user to

physically move while allowing them to change their virtual location instantly. It can be

implemented easily for commodity VR setups without any additional bulky equipment

and is included by default with the primary VR plugins like SteamVR for Unity3D.

As mentioned before there are many variations of teleportation with varying benefits

for minimizing user discomfort. We chose this basic implementation for our experiment

as it was the most used interface in the previous studies. In our implementation, the

controller touchpad button is pressed down and held and the teleportation destination is

indicated by a ray followed by a circular marker on the ground (see Figure 3.3). Instant

movement to the destination is accomplished by releasing the touchpad. The visual leap

can cover both short and long distances as long as the user is able to point and place the

circular marker on the virtual floor plane. This means the user can go from one end of a

large virtual environment to the other end in an instant, if there are no walls in between

blocking their line of sight. The user’s initial body orientation determines their arrival

orientation at the destination.

The experiment was conducted in an indoor roller hockey rink of size 61m x 26m

(NHL regulation size) that was prepared for robust 6DoF tracking with our VR headset

with the inclusion of extra ground texture as described below in 3.4.2 (see Figure 3.4).

Based on dominant results from prior work in room-scale VR that have shown walking to

perform better than other techniques on presence, spatial mapping and motion sickness,
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Figure 3.3: Gem collection and Teleportation tool, both visible on the controller.
Users pressed the touchpad button to teleport to the white spot. They pressed the
second button on the controller while pointing the ’laser beam’ at the gems (metallic
icosahedron) in order to collect them. The UI on the controller kept track of the
number of gems collected.

we defined the following hypotheses:

• H1: Natural walking will provide better spatial layout information than teleporta-

tion.

• H2: Teleportation will induce higher disorientation, except when inside-out tracking

fails in natural walking.

• H3: Natural walking will provide a higher sense of presence than teleportation.
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Figure 3.4: User shown in both our real wide-area study environment (roller hockey
rink) and virtual environment with gem target.

3.4.1 Participants

We recruited 16 participants (7 male and 9 female) with an average age of 19. Most of

them were students or employees of our university as we recruited on campus. 10 partici-

pants had at least some experience with VR with the mode being 1 and mean of 2.0 on a

scale of 1 (no experience at all) to 7 (very experienced). The total time per participant,

including pre-questionnaires, instructions, in-study tutorials, experiment conditions, and

post-questionnaires was 1.5 hours. Each study was conducted in a single session and par-

ticipants were compensated at the rate of 15 USD per hour. Participants wore the headset

for 5 minutes per locomotion condition and navigated through two indoor and two out-

door virtual spaces during the experiment. Participants also went through two tutorials,

two minutes long each. The study was approved by our university’s office of research

and all participants provided informed consent. Participants were given instructions on

how to perform the experiment tasks before starting the experiment. They were asked

to pay attention to their virtual surroundings during their exploration. Before starting,
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participants filled out a demographic questionnaire about their experience with gaming

and VR along with the Santa Barbara Sense of Direction questionnaire (SBSOD) [123]

and the Kennedy-Lane Simulator Sickness questionnaire (SSQ) [124].

Outdoor 1 Outdoor 2 Indoor 1 Indoor 2

20 m

Figure 3.5: Top-down view of the outdoor and indoor environments.

3.4.2 Apparatus

Our final experiment was conducted in the aforementioned indoor sports arena, with

61m x 26m of open walkable area on campus using the Lenovo Mirage Solo VR device.

To increase the accuracy of the headset’s inside-out tracking system, we placed several

additional markers (newspaper and other printed material) on the ground to augment

the tracking environment with extra features. With these preparations, 6DoF tracking of

our participants performed reliably most of the time. Participants wore noise cancelling

headphones to follow verbal instructions in the two tutorials and kept wearing them

during the experiment. Noise cancelling headphones were used to help reduce the natural

environment noise in the university recreation center (see Figure 3.6).

To minimize direct interaction with users during the experiment and to make the

experiment process more robust, we created a custom remote control web app that let

the experimenters start the tutorial or the virtual scene from a distance or monitor
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the user in the virtual environment while simultaneously seeing them in the real space,

helping the experiment run smoothly. The interface was implemented using Google’s

mobile platform Firebase and it relayed information like time, number of gems collected,

and user location and orientation in each virtual environment to the experimenter. The

app was built such that multiple instances could be run in any web browser with a

key code. This helped us run and control parallel experiments using multiple devices

in the same tracking space. The app recorded all user interactions including position,

orientation and controller button clicks at 20Hz and saved it for future playback and

analysis. An example of the user interaction playback can be seen in Figure 3.5.

The four views were rendered in Unity, with two indoor scenes and two outdoor

scenes. Both pairs were similar in style and feel to make locomotion in them comparable

but were different enough to avoid any learning effects (see Figure 3.1 and 3.5 ). Indoor

scenes are two halves of the same scene2 taken from the Matterport3D dataset [125]. The

scenes were capped and edited in a 3D editing software to feel coherent to the users. We

also removed steps and kept all the walkable surfaces flat. Outdoor scenes were made in

Unity based on a designed map. All assets used to assemble the scene were downloaded

from the Unity AssetStore. Assets were placed by hand around a pre-designed top-down

map. precautions were taken to avoid using distinguishable assets like store signs in both

scenes. this prevented creating identical areas and causing learning effects.

3.4.3 Procedure

We designed a within-subjects experiment and each participant did teleportation and

walking during the experiment. They navigated through a total of six virtual scenes that

consisted of one tutorial and two virtual environments per locomotion technique. Users

were not allowed to walk through virtual walls and objects. Hence, they walked paths as

2Scene ID:ac26ZMwG7aT
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Figure 3.6: View of the tutorial environment. Users spawned in this environment and
were provided with prerecorded interactive instructions on how to use the interfaces.
This included teleportation/walking, collecting the gems and answering the pointing
questions. The green glowing spot is shown to ask the user to teleport to that location.
Users were verbally instructed through their headphones.

one would in equivalent brick and mortar places (see Figure 3.7). They started with a

tutorial for either teleportation or natural walking. Their first tutorial taught them how

to collect gems and answer questions at the end of each locomotion condition. These

user interactions were not recorded nor considered in the analysis. Participants were

allowed to take as long as they wanted in answering the questions, both in the tutorial

and the experiment conditions. However, the actual locomotion task was limited to 5

minutes for each condition. The 5 minute time was derived from the amount of time

required to walk through both the indoor and outdoor virtual spaces as determined by

our pilot study. Since we did not want to integrate any self-motion or virtual environment

manipulations (see Section 3.2), the indoor sports arena was the right sized physical space
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to run the walking experiment. The goal was to ensure participants had enough time to

walk through the virtual spaces at least once as that would be the bare minimum required

to build a mental map of the space. The same amount of time was used for teleportation

to make for equivalent comparison. While teleportation allowed for exploring the space

much more quickly than walking, participants had enough time to move around the

space multiple times, motivated by the gem collection task, to potentially overcome the

limitation of path integration seen in teleportation techniques [108, 105].

During the walking condition, the experimenter used a tablet device that ran the

custom remote control web app. This allowed the experimenter to follow from a short

distance away what the participant saw and did. At the same time they were in a

position to prevent the user from walking into the gym boundary in case of tracking

failure. Over the course of the experiment, we had to intervene and restart the tracking

system a total of three times during the 16x2 trials. With each trial lasting 5 minutes,

that amounts to only three tracking failures in 160 minutes of VR walking. For these

cases, we resumed the experiment by asking users to close their eyes while we restarted

tracking by realigning a virtual and a real wall, before they continued the experiment.

Typical tasks used to assess cognitive map building include sketching a map of the

environment or pointing to non-visible landmarks in the environment [123]. We used

a pointing task for our assessment. The tutorial was followed by the first scene that

participants needed to explore, which was either an indoor or outdoor scene using either

the natural walking or teleportation. After each scene, users were asked to complete a

set of ten pointing tasks in VR (see Figure 3.8), fill the Slater-Usoh-Steed (SUS) [126]

presence questionnaire, and the SSQ. Each locomotion technique was used in one outdoor

and one indoor scene. The order of the trials was counter-balanced using a latin-square

assignment by systematically varying the order in a full permutation, which was 16.

Participants were asked to collect 10 gems scattered throughout each virtual environment
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Figure 3.7: Top-down view of a user’s walking path. Orange meaning old and Cyan
meaning recent. Users would naturally avoid obstacles while they did not have any
obstacles in the physical space. Lines are for the purpose of visualization and were
not visible to users at the time of experiment.

though only 8 were placed in each scene. This was done to encourage exploration. The

gem placement was balanced across the scenes in count and findability. Participants

collected a gem by pointing a virtual laser at a gem and clicking a button on the controller.

After the study, participants filled out a custom questionnaire that asked about their

preference for a locomotion technique and any additional comments they had about
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their experience.

3.4.4 Assessment

In order to analyze the effects of the different locomotion techniques on cognitive

map building, participants had to complete a VR pointing task [127, 123]. We had asked

participants to pay attention to the virtual world they were exploring and additionally

encouraged exploration through the gem collection mechanics. Now, after each condition,

we presented a series of ten VR pointing tasks to gauge their mental map building. The

virtual space was something we expected them to have learned in the five minutes of

exploration time as shown in our pilot study. At the end of the exploration time, we

presented participants with pictures of one part of the virtual world (see Figure 3.8) and

asked them to point to the spot they thought the person taking the picture had been

standing when taking the picture. Using this metric, 0 degrees meant perfect estimation

of the virtual photographer’s location while 180 degrees was maximum error. The error

was calculated on the 2D projection of the 3D aim vector onto the ground plane.

For each pointing question there was a possibility that user did not have the chance

to see the space appearing in the question. Each question consisted of two parts: the

location we teleported the user to, and the picture we showed them. We define “validity”

for each question as follows: The question is valid if the user has seen both the location

they are being teleported to, and the view they are being shown on their controller. In

order to make sure we assessed the results for only the valid questions, we performed

a measurement after the experiment using the recorded movement data. We checked

for each frame if the user had had a direct line of sight with any question location and

whether they had been within a threshold of three meters from that point. We also took

the same steps for the location of the virtual camera that created the target view, plus
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Figure 3.8: An example pointing task question. The participant was teleported
to a specific spot in the scene and shown a picture of a target point in the scene
not currently in view. They were expected to look around and point in the target
direction.

checking if the user has had a similar angle view (angle difference threshold of 45 degrees).

This ensured that the user had a chance to see the view depicted in the question. At any

frame in which these values were true all at once for location or view, we considered that

location or view “valid” and recorded it with a flag variable. When analyzing the data,

we excluded the questions that did not have a valid flag for both location and view.

Participants were asked to stand and not move while answering the questions. Look-

ing around was allowed and encouraged. Pointing to the target view locations from

within the virtual environment required the participants to update their mental map

of the virtual space with respect to each picture, especially because participants were
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Table 3.1: Wilcoxon signed-rank test on Simulation Sickness components by Loco-
motion type (W for Walking and T for Teleportation). Listed are the Simulation
Sickness medians, critical z, and p values. Participants experienced less simulation
sickness while walking.

SSQ Component M W M T z p

Total Score 16.83 24.31 2.012 0.044
∆Total Score 1.75 11.92 2.012 0.044
∆SSQ N -1.49 4.77 2.055 0.040
∆SSQ O 2.84 11.13 1.834 0.067
∆SSQ D 3.48 16.96 1.965 0.049

moved to a different virtual location in the scene before each picture was shown. Having

a mental map of a place implies knowing the relative placement of the various spaces.

For example, at home, one is easily able to point to where the kitchen is when standing

in a bedroom and vice versa.

3.5 Results

Our dependent variables included self-reported simulator sickness, self-reported pres-

ence, accuracy from post-trial pointing tasks, coverage of observed area, and finally,

stated preference between locomotion methods.

We now report, in turn, on the results for each of these metrics.

3.5.1 Simulator sickness

Before the first locomotion trial, we collected a simulator sickness baseline assessment

from each participant, using the SSQ questionnaire.

From the questionnaire answers, we compute the four metrics of Nausea-related sub-

score (N), Oculomotor-related subscore (O), Disorientation-related subscore (D), and

SSQ Total Score (Ts) according to the scoring functions for SSQ [124]. After exploring
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each scene, via either walking or teleportation, participants were asked to fill out the

SSQ again. The average difference values to the baseline for each of the four metrics,

split up by locomotion technique, are summarized in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: Mean values for SSQ Questionnaire components measured as deltas to a
baseline condition before the start of the experiment, split by locomotion technique.
Error bars depict standard error.

The distribution of these deltas not being Gaussian, as determined by a Shapiro-

Wilk test of normality, we performed multiple Wilcoxon signed-rank tests on the four

SSQ metrics to check for any statistically significant difference between teleportation and

walking. There were significant differences between walking and teleportation for Total

Score (Ts), Nausea-related subscore (N), and Disorientation-related subscore (D) (see

Table 3.1 for medians, z, and p values), with walking leading to lower reported simulation

sickness. The delta means in the Oculomotor-related subscore (O) were narrowly not

significantly different between locomotion techniques (p = 0.067). However, teleportation
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did induce significantly higher delta SSQ Nausea (N) and Disorientation (D) subscores

(p = 0.04 and p = 0.049 respectively), resulting in a significantly higher Total Score (Ts)

than natural walking (p = 0.044).

These results confirm hypothesis H2 and even indicate higher overall simulator sick-

ness for teleportation.

3.5.2 Presence

After experiencing each scene, via either walking or teleportation, participants were

asked to fill out the Slater-Usoh-Steed (SUS) presence questionnaire. As suggested by

Usoh et al. [126], the SUS score was computed as the number of answers r out of n that

have a score of ‘6’ or ‘7’ on the 1-7 Likert scale. We additionally report the average value

of all SUS questions in Figure 3.10.

Results from a Wilcoxon signed-rank test show no significant difference in SUS score

between the walking and teleportation conditions (z = 1.653, p = 0.098). A plot (Fig-

ure 3.10) and analysis of the raw averaged SUS questionnaire scores may however indicate

a trend towards better self-reported presence for Walking: the averaged raw SUS ques-

tionnaire responses were significantly higher (z = 2.534, p = 0.011) for walking compared

to teleportation (see Table 3.2).

Overall, these results provide some limited evidence for hypothesis H3, but additional

studies are needed for a more clear confirmation.

Table 3.2: Wilcoxon signed-rank test on overall averaged questionnaire score from
the SUS Questionnaire by Locomotion type (W for Walking and T for Teleportation).
Listed are the Presence medians, critical z, and p values.

Presence Component M W M T z p

SUS score 2.25 1.00 1.653 0.098
SUS Likert answer mean 4.53 4.00 2.534 0.011
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Figure 3.10: Mean values for differences in SUS Questionnaire, categorized by loco-
motion. Error bars depict standard error.

3.5.3 Pointing tasks

A Friedman test was run to determine if there were differences in Pointing task error

in each of the four different scenes(χ̃2(2) = 16.200, p =0.001). Pairwise comparisons

were performed with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. Post-hoc analysis

showed that effect of scene on the results from the aiming task is statistically significant.

Pointing errors are significantly different between “Indoor 2” and “Indoor 1” (p = .006)

and between “Indoor 2” and “Outdoor” 1(p = .006), indicating that in spite of our

attempt to create two comparable versions each of indoor and outdoor scenes, one scene

and/or pointing task quiz in particular (“Indoor 2”) was easier to make sense of and

answer.

Walking users had a mean pointing error of 33.95◦ and teleportation users had a mean
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pointing error of 34.21◦. Wilcoxon signed-rank tests showed no significant differences in

pointing task error for walking vs. teleportation (see Table 3.3).

Table 3.3: Wilcoxon signed-rank test on effect of locomotion on pointing error. There
was no significance between locomotion techniques.

Dependent Variable M W M T z p

Pointing Error 33.95◦ 34.21◦ 0.052 0.952

3.5.4 Coverage of virtual scene

We calculated view coverage using the collected interaction playback after the ex-

periment by casting 20 rays at 0.1 second intervals from eye to the scene. We placed a

particle where the ray hit the scene and then divided the covered area by the total vis-

ible area of each environment. The resulting metric was consistent among all users and

provided a measure for coverage. A significant view coverage difference according to a

Wilcoxon signed-rank test of coverage percentages between the walking and teleportation

conditions is only evident for Scene “Outdoor 1”, with the walking condition producing

significantly higher coverage for that scene (see Table 3.4 and Figure 3.11). Wilcoxon

signed-rank tests did not show any significance in difference of coverage for Teleportation

vs. Walking for the rest of the scenes.

Table 3.4: Wilcoxon signed-rank test on our coverage factor by locomotion type (W
for Walking and T for Teleportation). Listed are the coverage medians, critical z, and
p values. Only scene “Outdoor 1” showed significant difference.

Scene Coverage factor M W M T z p

Indoor 1 0.0208 0.0208 2.012 0.674
Indoor 2 0.0199 0.0196 2.012 0.208
Outdoor 1 0.0243 0.0225 2.055 0.012
Outdoor 2 0.0241 0.0253 1.834 0.327

The combined results on pointing tasks and virtual scene coverage do not either con-
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firm or reject hypothesis H1. However, it is noteworthy that both techniques enabled

participants to perform comparatively well on the pointing tasks (average of 34 degrees

error, with 3 degree standard error). Likely, the 5 minutes exploration time gave plenty of

opportunity for either locomotion technique to form reasonable mental maps. It is inter-

esting that in spite of an overall speed advantage for teleportation, the only significance

in difference of view coverage comes in favor of real walking.

Indoor 1 Outdoor 1

max(ƒ(t))

Walking

Teleportation

0

Figure 3.11: View Coverage map for 2 of 4 scenes in Teleportation vs Walking. View
coverage is the accumulation of projected user’s camera frustum on the 3D scene over
time.
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Figure 3.12: Number of responses choosing Walking or Teleportation respectively for
overall Preference and Ease of Use. Walking was the preferred method among all
the participants. Ten users considered walking easier to use than Teleportation (one
abstaining).

3.5.5 Participant preference

In the post study survey, none of the participants reported a preference for telepor-

tation over walking: 15 preferred walking, 1 did not answer. On the question “Which

movement method did you find easier to use?”, ten participants chose walking and five

users chose teleportation (see Figure 3.12).
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3.6 Discussion

The results of our user experiment comparing two VR locomotion techniques for ex-

ploring indoor and outdoor virtual environments indicate an overall clear winner and

many interesting discussion points. Natural walking was almost universally preferred

over teleportation for navigating the house and an urban market environment. This was

despite the large amount of walking participants did in the indoor sports arena. Telepor-

tation led to significantly higher self-reported disorientation, nausea, and, consequently,

total score components of the SSQ, and we observed a trend towards higher self-reported

presence for natural walking.

While we did not find prior work that compares natural walking directly with tele-

portation, teleportation has been compared with joystick control [84, 83] and redirected

walking [83] in smaller environments. In both these studies, teleportation caused less

nausea than joystick and was preferred over joystick. It was comparable to redirected

walking in terms of user preference [83] and there was no significant difference in presence

between teleportation and leaning [84]. Our results showing teleportation to cause higher

disorientation is thus, slightly unexpected, though unlike prior work our comparison is

with natural walking in a large space. In what might be perceived as a diverging finding,

Suma et al. [92] showed walking to cause higher nausea, occulomotor discomfort, and

disorientation compared to a simulated walking technique in a virtual maze, which they

described as a “navigationally complex environment.” Participants in our study walked

in natural environments such as a single-family home and an outdoor market. While the

virtual environments are not directly comparable, we believe advances in VR hardware

technology may explain the different outcome for walking in our work versus the study

by Suma et al. [92].

Previous research demonstrated benefits of real walking compared to more indirect
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and passive locomotion techniques mostly for smaller virtual environments, but for larger

scale scenes there was a real possibility that improved speed and flexibility of a ’super-

natural’ technique such as teleportation, could yield some benefits for wayfinding and

survey knowledge acquisition. At the same time, teleportation is a technique that is

widely used in VR games, and reported presence also point towards natural walking as

being preferable.

It was clear to us experimenters, both from the design of the methods and from

observations of our users during the trials, whose paths through the various environments

we could follow in real time through our monitoring app, that teleporting afforded faster

navigation than natural walking, as participants could jump to any visible part of the

scene in one fell swoop. However, since they had to collect gems, they needed to build

a mental map of the respective environment in keep track of spaces they had already

visited and collected a gem from versus other spaces. In fact, for one of our four scenes

(Outdoor 1), Walking resulted in significant higher view coverage of the space within

the 5 minute exploration. We interpret this to mean that while teleportation has the

inherent ability to enable faster movement in the virtual space, it does not necessarily

mean users always use it in quick succession. It is possible that other tasks (such as,

e.g., path-oriented wayfinding in non-convoluted environments) would better bring out

advantages of teleportation.

Overall, our results do not present any absolute red flags for the teleportation method.

Some participants reported teleportation as easier to use (possibly alluding to less physi-

cal effort needed). While there were significant differences in self-reported simulator sick-

ness deltas, overall symptom scores remained low for both conditions. It is worthwhile

to point out that according to our results, eye-strain is not at the root of the increased

simulator sickness for teleporting, as the O score (Oculomotor-related subscore) deltas

were not significant. The Nausea-related subscore (N) was a main contributor and the
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Disorientation-related subscore (D) may have contributed as well. It is possible that

using a different implementation of teleportation like Dash [108] may have helped reduce

the Disorientation-related subscore (D).

The results revealed some significant effects of the locomotion technique on cognitive

map building. Regarding the pointing task and scene coverage percentages, there were

some differences between techniques, again slightly favoring walking. This suggests that

the choice between the locomotion techniques may impact mental map making ability.

Even though people start making a mental map of a new place as soon as they arrive

there [119], we encouraged exploration of the space through the collectible mechanic and

participants were compelled to view the same places multiple times as they searched for

the gems. This may have helped improve overall ability for both conditions.

3.7 Conclusion

As standalone VR headsets are now able, through inside-out world tracking, to track

user pose in large physical spaces, new possibilities arise for mixed reality experiences

that involve significant amounts of real walking. Few user studies exist that evaluate

natural walking in virtual environments over such large areas as soccer fields or sports

arenas.

We designed an experiment to test and compare natural walking and teleportation

as two main types of locomotion for sports-arena-sized virtual environments, and our

results indicate decided advantages of natural walking over teleportation in such larger

environments in terms of user preference, induced disorientation, and some other metrics,

including an observed trend towards higher presence and some isolated indications of

better mental map formation.

Overall, this suggests that walking-based VR (or more immersive AR) in wide-area
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environments can become feasible and attractive for general audiences. Several techno-

logical advancements would be required to fully enable the educational and entertainment

possibilities sketched in our introduction. Tracking would need to be more robust to chal-

lenging and varying indoor and outdoor conditions as our attempts to run this user study

outdoors or within a completely unprepared sports arena were not successful. Headsets

would need to be further miniaturized and their display capabilities expanded for com-

fortable immersion over extended periods of time along with the ability to seamlessly

transition between AR and VR modes. For safe unattended VR walking, the user would

need awareness of the physical world while maintaining immersion in VR as demonstrated

by our design prototype from Section 3.3. Battery life and heat optimization would have

to be improved, and the use of headsets in direct sunlight would need to be made effective

and safe. But even in the absence of the technological breakthroughs needed for truly

robust real-world implementations of wide-area VR walking, our work demonstrates that

we can already define and successfully evaluate user experiences in this domain.
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Chapter 4

Machine Learning for Visual

Content Generation

Machine learning is a subfield of artificial intelligence that arises from pattern recognition.

It’s based on the premise that computers can learn to perform specific tasks without using

explicit instructions by relying on patterns and inference. The iterative aspect of machine

learning is vital as ML models can adapt when exposed to new data. Though being very

popular in recent years, machine learning is not a new field. It has been a research topic

in AI and information theory for decades. However, recent advances in computational

power with the rise of GPUs and data accessibility that has come with the internet have

given this field a new life.

In this chapter, we first discuss various areas where generative machine learning mod-

els are used. We then introduce DeepDive which is our initial work using the combination

of machine learning and an approachable user interface. We then present our work con-

tent aware semantic editing and inpainting (CASEIn) which is a generative adversarial

network (GAN) designed to fill missing regions of an image, given the labels for those

missing areas.
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4.1 Introduction

Machine learning has been getting a lot more attention with the recent improvements

in parallel computing power and the availability of large-scale datasets. Many of the

old algorithms, like backpropagation and gradient descent, could not be utilized since

they were computationally expensive. But nowadays, different types of deep neural

networks are being developed thanks to the fast hardware, the extensive amount of data,

and numerous machine learning APIs. An ML model can be a neural network that is

trained on existing data using backpropagation to estimate a function often referred to

as the probability distribution function or PDF. PDF is the function that describes the

distribution of a dataset. This makes ML be by nature, an excellent tool for regression

and data interpolation. And also, that’s why an ML model is, at best, as good as the

training data [128].

The revival of neural networks under the name of deep learning has dramatically

improved the ability of ML methods to learn models from big data. An extensive set

of architectures, including Markov Models, Auto-Encoders, Generative Adversarial Net-

works are developed and used. These methods also show significant success in generating

speech, text, images, textures, and 3D models. In this section, we explore different top-

ics researchers use ML and specifically neural networks to complete missing visual and

spatial data.

4.1.1 Inpainting

Image inpainting is the reconstruction of the degraded parts of the photos and videos.

This should be done in an imperceptible and nondestructive way. Image inpainting can be

used to reconstruct damaged images or to delete or replace selected objects in a picture.

This is not limited to 2D images. 3D photography is an emerging technology in recent
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years due to advances in sensor technology. Depth cameras can be found on consumer

mobile phones, and they often produce incomplete results due to inevitable sensor issues.

The damaged and covered parts that we want to recover in the image are often called

holes [129].

Recent Literature reviews categorize inpainting in three different areas: sequential-

based approaches, CNN-based approaches, and GAN-based approaches [130]. We will

explore these methods a little more extensively since some of these concepts occur in

other subsections as well. Two main approaches in Sequential based are patch-based and

diffusion-based. Path-based methods fill the missing information by searching through

the image and finding a relevant patch that can create a coherent hole filling. Many

methods are introduced to find the best patch for this task. A non-parametric method

by Efros et al. [131] was introduced for synthesizing texture, which performed better than

many of the previous model-based methods. Simakov et al. and Cho et al. Introduced

Image reshuffling algorithms that allow the user to capture and move part of an image

around. The algorithm then automatically fills in the holes, similar to the original image,

taking into account the relocated part [132, 133]. Barnes et al. proposed using random

sampling to find matches throughout the image and increased the speed to an interac-

tive level [134]. Zongben et al. provided a method that works based on a novel patch

priority metric on the sparseness of the patch’s nonzero similarities to its neighboring

patches. Jin and Ye introduced a method based on low rank structured matrix and an-

nihilation property filter [135]. Several other patch-based inpainting methods have been

introduced [136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143].

Diffusion-based methods fill in lost areas (i.e.,, holes) by seamlessly spreading image

content from the boundary area to the inside of the boundary. The earliest work in that

area is introduced by Bertalmio et al. [129]. more recent works include: localization of

diffusion-based inpainting [144], using genetic algorithm [145], fractional-order nonlinear
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diffusion [146].

Sequential methods show promising results worked in some types of image inpaint-

ing, such as filling narrow texture details. However, capturing the global structure of the

image is still a difficult task [147]. Autoencoders are proven to perform really well for

the inpainting task [148]. However, convolutional autoencoders usually generate blurry

results. Using U-Net has been shown to increase the sharpness and quality of the in-

painted area [148, 149]. Hsu et al. proposed using VGG architecture [150]. Chang et

al. [151] Introduced Video Object Removal Network (VORNet), which combines optical

flow warping and image-based inpainting models.

Generative adversarial networks or GANs introduced by Goodfellow et al. [152] are

capable of producing very sharp results. This makes them a popular method in inpainting

and many other fields that rely on a high-quality generative network. GANs consist of

two feed-forward networks. A discriminator network (D) and a generator network (G).

where the generator’s role is to produce realistic-looking results and discriminator’s role

is to determine if a sample is real or fake (generated by the generator network). This

relationship is usually depicted as police vs. counterfeiter. The better the police gets, the

more advanced the counterfeiter has to get in order to survive. The objective function of

a GAN can be described as a minimax game between the discriminator and the generator

the See equation (4.1). Where z is random noise vector and x are the real images sampled

from the pz and real data distribution pdata, respectively.

The GAN-based methods use a coarse-to-fine network, and the contextual attention

Unit provides good performance and has been shown to be useful for inpainting [153,

154, 155, 156]. Dong et al. suggested a deep convolutional generative adversarial network

(DCGAN) for the inpainting task. Pix2Pix proposed by Isola et al. showed success in

performing inpainting tasks by using a U-Net and PatchGan. Chen et al. proposed

a GAN-based semantic inpainting method called progressive inpainting [154], where a
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hierarchical strategy was implemented from low-resolution images to higher-resolution

images to fill the holes in the images. [157].

min
G

max
D

Vgan(G,D) (4.1)

Vgan(G,D) =
1

2
Ex∼pdata logD(x) +

1

2
Ez∼pz log(1−D(G(z))) (4.2)

4.1.2 Panorama completion and view extrapolation

In View Extrapolation, The camera position is considered stationary, and the image

is extended by either increasing camera field of view or rotating the view. If a full 360◦

reconstruction is intended, the original image is remapped to a portion of a set of 360◦

coordinates like equirectangular mapping. Then empty pixels are filled using a variety of

techniques. Earlier work in this area focuses on using patch-based synthesis [158, 159, 160]

and shift maps [161], which are borrowed from inpainting research. Such a problem will

be solved more efficiently if external data is taken into consideration [162]. More recent

works are focusing on using big data and neural networks for this task.

4.1.3 Neural rendering and novel view synthesis

In classic computer graphics, rendering is the process of showing a set of data on

the screen to create an image. This process can happen through different pipelines.

Modern real-time rendering is often using rasterization techniques, while offline rendering

is usually performed by tracing rays from the camera to the scene. Neural rendering,

however, focuses on generating an image of a scene directly from a neural network. This

field is relatively new and immature for practical use cases, but It’s essential to mention

as it somehow mimics the way we humans see. We do not see with our eyes, but rather
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with our brains. Eyes are only the “input” part of our complex visual system.

Research in neural rendering divides into two major blocks. Complete end to end

neural rendering in which a deep network called a representation network observes a set

of input images and camera parameters to create an encoded version of the space and

a generator creates prediction based on query camera parameters [16, 163, 164]. The

second group of works use neural renderers as a final step of a handcrafted system. The

renderer could be a conditional generator that receives an already rasterized unshaded

view called a buffer and shade it based on learned priors [165, 15, 166].

4.1.4 3D scene completion

3D data gathered from sensors or through reconstruction algorithms are usually in-

complete in some areas. Especially the areas that are hard to reach for depth sensors,

laser scanners, and cameras. Some methods also have problems with dark featureless,

highly reflective, or transparent surfaces. Lack of spatial information in these data can

show up as holes in a point cloud or holes in a reconstructed triangular mesh. This prob-

lem can be roughly described as inpainting for 3D surfaces. A body of research focuses on

solving these issues by applying surface heuristics, geometric methods, and data-driven

methods. Just like in inpainting, the rise of machine learning has contributed to this

field as well. 3D voxel CNNs [143, 167] and Graph CNNs [168] are the most used type

of neural networks in this area.

4.1.5 Depth from single image

The idea of computing depth from a single image dates back to the early stages of

computer graphics and computer vision. It’s an exciting research field humans show

they can infer a lot of spatial information just by seeing a 2D picture. We know that
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this spatial inference is thanks to a series of computations and sensory inputs. A good

portion of this information comes from the rule of perspective. Objects appear smaller

the further away they are. This by itself was the idea behind some early work in this

area [169]. Comparing object sizes also is a factor. When seeing an image of a stapler

by a cup, we most likely imagine that the camera was close to the scene. This type of

inference comes from the prior that staples are small. Therefore, if they are huge in a

picture, they should be close to the camera. It’s a combination of our brain, learning

perspective, and learning object semantics. This tied relationship with object semantics

made using deep neural networks a great candidate, which was already proven to perform

quite well for semantic segmentation [170, 171, 172, 173]. Later on, Neural fields were

used to consider the continuous characteristic of the depth values [174]. The current state

of the art uses Convolutional Autoencoders encoder a feature fusion and a refinement

module [175], A pattern that has been shown to be effective in the super-resolution field.

4.1.6 Inverse rendering and spatially variant BRDF estimation

Inverse rendering is, as the name suggests, is the reverse process of rendering task,

which means giving an image as an input, extract complete lighting, camera, and scene

description (geometry and shading). As expected, it’s a complicated process that usually

consisted of multiple steps. There is a significant overlap between Inverse rendering and

depth from a single image as Inverse rendering tries to solve the geometry while solving

for BRDF, lighting, and camera intrinsics.BRDF or bidirectional reflectance distribution

function, is the function that describes surface reflectivity distribution in each incoming

light direction. BRDF in Layman’s terms, is the surface material. Spatially variant

BRDF is when surface material has different properties in different locations, which is

the case in most real-world scenarios. Research in this area usually tackles rendering
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as an optimization problem. You have a complex function that generates a rendering,

and you optimize the input to match that output. These types of functions need to be

differentiable in order to get optimized more efficiently. That’s why most of the recent

research in this area uses different kinds of differentiable renderers [176, 177, 178].

4.1.7 AI based 3D synthesis

Synthesizing 3D scenes using AI is more of a feature or use case rather than a specific

area of research. Though considering the sparse input problem, It makes perfect sense

to include it in this list. Creating 3D models and environments is a great example of

data extrapolation. Rules and heuristics can be extracted from sparse inputs or rich

datasets, and using traditional computer graphics techniques and a library of 3D models

and textures, an environment or a 3D model is produced. The first steps regarding the

heuristic and guideline extraction can include classic computer vision [179, 180, 181, 182],

natural language processing [183] , 2D convolutional neural networks [184]. In more recent

years, GANs have also been used for this purpose [185, 186].

One specific area worth mentioning is layout estimation using neural networks. Room-

Net is the initial work that uses this end to end approach [187]. Many other works [188,

189, 190, 191] have been published that improve on RoomNet. Some can also estimate

the furniture position and create a 3D model of the scene [192].

4.2 DeepDive

Super-resolution is a subfield in computer vision that focuses on increasing the quality

of an image based on previous observations of similar images. There are many variations

of super-resolution, and DeepDive is a domain-specific super-resolution system that relies

on the fractal features of natural formations. In nature, many formations, like rocks and
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Figure 4.1: DeepDive network architecture.

mountains, have self-similarity. In the DeepDive project, we observed that by observing

a set of low-resolution and high-resolution satellite images, we could create an infinite

zoom effect and an imaginary landscape that users can explore indefinitely.

4.2.1 DeepDive ML architecture

DeepDive architecture is inspired by SRGan [193], which is a generative adversarial

network. In consists of an asymmetric U-Net [194] that has a larger decoder. Which

receives a 32 × 32 image and outputs a 256 × 256 image. The discriminator network is

a fully convolutional PatchGan with patch size of 16 × 16 that outputs real vs fake for

each patch (see Figure 4.1.)

The network is trained using the traditional GAN loss and MSE loss for the down-

sampled output vs low resolution input.
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Figure 4.2: Some examples of super-resoltuion created using DeepDive network.

4.2.2 DeepDive interface

DeepDive’s UI is a 3D user interface that mimics teleportation. Users can aim across

an initial satellite image and choose a section they would like to dive into. the image of

that section is sent via socket to the ML server, and the output is presented at any frame.

By clicking the trigger button, the small section is then up-scaled under the user’s feet,

which creates a feeling of diving into the map 4.3.

4.3 CASEIn

Image completion, inpainting, and extrapolation are crucial computer vision and

graphics techniques with a variety of real-world use cases. Filling in missing or obscured

areas of an image is known as image inpainting, which also could be used for restoring

or repairing damaged or deteriorated areas of an image. The process of extrapolation,

on the other hand, involves extending an image’s content past its original bounds. With
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Figure 4.3: DeepDive 3D user interface in Virtual Reality.

the help of these methods, images can be made to be of higher quality for a variety of

purposes, such as enhancing their visual appeal, making them more useful for tasks like

changing the aspect ratio or allowing for novel image manipulation.

The development of machine learning-based methods for image extrapolation, in-

painting, and completion has advanced significantly in recent years. Due to their ability

to extract patterns and features from sizable datasets, these techniques have the ad-

vantage of producing results that are both highly realistic and semantically meaningful.
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The need to handle large missing regions, maintain fine details and textures, and handle

complex image structures are just a few of the issues that still need to be resolved in

the development of these techniques. Despite these obstacles, the continual advance-

ment of inpainting, and extrapolation techniques is crucial for a variety of applications

in industries like computer graphics, image processing, and multimedia.

CASEIn is a generative adversarial network that tackles this problem in a novel

way. It can respect existing RGB and produce images based on semantic labels while

keeping the flexibility of style mixing. CASEIn consists of an encoder, a generator, and

a discriminator network. The inputs to the system are partial RGB Images, masks, and

partial semantic segmentation maps. the output of the generator is a completed RGB

image. CASEIn makes use of a global style feature palette extracted by the encoder

network and uses that to generate locally and globally coherent RGB based on existing

RGB and semantic labels.

we use GANs in CASEIn due to the several advantages they have over other meth-

ods. They can learn a high-dimensional distribution of images and recognize complex

image structures and patterns, GANs can produce results that are incredibly realistic

and semantically meaningful. Additionally, they can handle sizable missing regions while

retaining small details and textures. GANs are a desirable option for applications where

it is crucial to perform image inpainting quickly and efficiently enabling real-time appli-

cations for the network.

4.3.1 Encoder

We use an encoder network to extract the style of the image. The goal for the encoder

network is to process RGB pixels IRGB and their corresponding semantic labels Ilabel and

output a style vector W that can be used by the generator to reconstruct or inpaint an
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Figure 4.4: Example input and output to CASEIn generator. The first row shows
an example of inpainting, the second row shows an example of style transfer, and the
third row shows the reconstruction of the original image.

image. We are assuming that the existing RGB comes with labels, in our real tests we

use a pre-trained segmentation model to generate labels for existing RGB pixels.

Due to the inherent similarity between StyleGan generator and SPADE-based gener-

ators and shown benefits of pyramid scene parsing for encoding style for StlyeGan [195],

we use PSP to extract the style at multiple resolutions. The output of the encoder is a

vector of size N×C× K where N is the number of mip-maps, C is the semantic dimension

and K is the number of classes in the dataset.
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Figure 4.5: Overview of the CASEIn architecture. A pre-trained segmentation net-
work creates a semantic mask for the existing RGB pixels. Then the multi-headed
encoder creates a style palette based on the overlapping segmentation label and the
existing RGB pixels. The style palette is then sampled into a set of 2D style images
based on the existing segmentation map. These style images are then sent to the gen-
erator network to create the final completed RGB. the discriminator is actively trying
to label these generated pixels as fake. and classify the real pixels as their respective
segmentation class.

At each up-sampling step in the generator, the corresponding scale (N) of the encoded

feature vector is used as input.

During inpainting, the number of input RGB pixels can vary between 1 and h × w.

traditional convolution layers are not invariant to this number thus leading to the network

disregarding Input where the area is small. For example, our network needs to deduce

the hairstyle even if a small portion of it is shown. To overcome this limitation, we use

Partial Convolution [149] at each down-sampling stage.

We use SPADE layers to guide the inputs with semantics, we compare SPADE to

concatenation in our ablation studies. Traditionally SPDAE has been used with up-

sampling. We observe that paired with MaxPooling it can be an effective tool for feature
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encoding. To best of our knowledge, this has not been accomplished in the previous

work. There have been multiple techniques to incorporate semantics and RGB, like the

two-stream method in SESAME discriminator [196] or concatenation in Pix2PixHD [197].

Figure 4.6: Overview of the CASEIn encoder. In each encoder body, Mask and partial
RGBs are passed through partial convolution, while partial segmentation is used in
SPADE layers. The network consists of N encoder bodies that each operate on a mip
level. We observe that 4 mip levels are enough.

In each encoder body we use K number of Linear layers to disentangle the feature

space, followed by two linear layers to output a mean µ and a variance σ2 vector for each

segmentation class. These vectors are then used to create a stochastic style vector by the

reparametrization trick [198].

We call the collection style vectors generated by the encoder network the style palette.

this style palette is then propagated into a 2D grid and then used directly in SPADE

layers to guide the semantic synthesis process. We observed that using this method we can

avoid using individual one-hot semantic segmentation images as the segmentation class

can be embedded in the style vector itself, therefore, reducing the memory requirements.

The encoder network receives the as input and uses partial convolution layers [149]

followed by a fully connected layer to output mean µ and variance σ2. A noise vector

then is sampled using these parameters that represent the style. To train the encoder We
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use the reparametrization trick and add a KL Divergence loss with the weight of 0.05 to

the generator loss terms similar to previous work [198, 199], to backpropagate the loss.

4.3.2 Generator

CASEIn generator is trained jointly with the encoder network that generates style

vector W . The generator starts with a concatenation of down-sampled mask, RGB and

the first feature image, which is generated by the encoder that is passed through the

first convolution layer. the output is then fed into a series of Spade residual blocks and

up-sampling.

Each block starts with a global style block, two residual SPADE blocks, followed by

an up-sampling layer. Similar to [20, 200] we output W × H × 3 RGB value for every

CASEIn block to prevent vanishing gradients. These mip-map outputs are then fed to

their respective layers in the discriminator.

The generator can be trained in MSG mode, where using a 1 × 1 convolution, we

output an RGB image directly at every upsampling stage and send all those outputs to

the discriminator. We try both MSG and non-MSG methods and need to run an official

ablation as well. so far, at least in 128× 128, MSG results are less reliable. This might

change in higher resolutions as the subpixel sensitivity is less of an issue.

The generator loss needs to address three objectives. The output of the generator

should match the semantic segmentation map. Generated pixels close to the mask bound-

ary should have high coherency with their neighbors on the existing RGB pixels. And

all generated pixels should follow the general style of the known RGB region.

We found that the best way to incorporate the encoded style and segmentation is

through SPADE layers. The generator uses the pyramid-style vectors W generated by

the encoder, and via a sampling, operation fills the 2D Ilabel to create Istyle. Istyle is then
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passed directly to SPADE residual layers [201] normalization inputs. We use 64 channels

for the feature palette, and we found that enough for encoding the segmentation map as

well so we removed the segmentation map from the spade layers, which saves memory

for higher resolution attempts.

The existing RGB is overwritten over the final output, as we do not want any modifi-

cations to those pixels. In order to reduce a visible seam due to pixel level discrepancies,

we erode and smooth the mask via a combination of max-pooling with the stride of 1

and a Gaussian kernel. This way, we get a smooth transition between GT RGB and

generated RGB at the expense of losing some ground truth pixels near the edges. in

MSG mode [200], this happens at every output stage. We also experimented with di-

rectly adding RGB to spade layers. However, we disabled this mode and relied only on

the encoder. we observed that the results generated by only using the encoder are more

consistent and the chances of producing seams in the output are lower.

LGadv
= −E(z,t,m,x)

[
N∑
c=1

βc

H×W∑
i,j

ti,j,c logD(G(z, t,m, x))i,j,c

]
(4.3)

The equation 4.3 represents the adversarial loss for a generator network, denoted as

LGadv
. The generator network is used to generate images that are meant to be indis-

tinguishable from real images, and the adversarial loss is used to train the generator to

perform this task. The loss is calculated based on the output of a discriminator network,

denoted as D(G(z, t,m, x)), for generated images produced by the generator. The input

variables z is the style noise from the encoder, t is the semantic label for the image, andm

is the mask. These variables are passed to the generator network along with a real image

x to guide the generation process. The loss is formulated as categorical cross-entropy,

weighted by a factor βc for each channel c in the output. The loss is calculated over the

entire output of the discriminator network, which has a size of H ×W for each channel
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c. The total loss is the sum of the losses for each channel. The goal of the generator

is to minimize this loss, which can be achieved by producing generated images that are

classified as real by the discriminator network.

LG = LGadv
+ λreconLrecon + λklLkl (4.4)

The equation 4.4 represents the total loss for a generator network, denoted as LG.

The total loss is a combination of three different losses: the adversarial loss LGadv
, the

reconstruction loss Lrecon, and the KL divergence loss Lkl. The adversarial loss is used

to train the generator to produce images that are indistinguishable from real images, as

described in the previous response. The reconstruction loss is used to ensure that the

generated images are similar to the input image x, while the KL divergence loss is used

to ensure that the distribution of the generated images is similar to the distribution of

the real images.

The total loss is calculated as the sum of the adversarial loss, the reconstruction loss,

and the KL divergence loss, with the reconstruction loss and KL divergence loss being

weighted by factors λrecon and λkl, respectively. The values of λrecon and λkl can be

chosen to balance the importance of the different losses in the overall loss function. The

goal of the generator is to minimize the total loss, which can be achieved by producing

generated images that are classified as real by the discriminator network, is similar to

the input image, and follow the distribution of the real images.

4.3.3 Discriminator

We implemented a discriminator similar to [201]. The discriminator network has a

U-Net-like [194] architecture, which is a PatchGan discriminator with a patch-size of 1

that outputs K + 1 classes for K segmentation and 1 fake class.
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Figure 4.7: Architecture of SPADE residual blocks.(This is not our contribution so
this might need to go.)

Similar to Shusko et al. [201] we use labelmix as a regularization loss. our modified

labelmix includes an additional cross-label cut mask that helps with inpainting tasks

where there is no guarantee that the inpainting mask is corresponding to object bound-

aries. The regular label mask is used in the image-to-image translation samples while

the cross-label mixing masks are used for image inpainting samples.
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LDadv
= −E(x,t)

[
N∑
c=1

βc

H×W∑
i,j

ti,j,c logD(x)i,j,c

]
−E(z,t,m,x)

[
N+1∑
c=1

βc

H×W∑
i,j

logD(G(z, t,m, x))i,j,c

]
(4.5)

The equation 4.5 represents the adversarial loss for the discriminator network, denoted

as LDadv
. The discriminator network is used to distinguish between real and generated

images, and the adversarial loss is used to train the discriminator to perform this task

by predicting a K+1 class label for the image where K is the number of real classes

and the additional 1 label is the fake class. The loss is calculated based on the output

of the discriminator network, denoted as D(x), for real images x and generated images

G(z, t,m, x), where z and t are the noise and label map pair, and m is the mask image.

The loss is calculated as the negative expected value of the logarithm of the output of

the discriminator network, weighted by a factor βc for each channel c in the output.

The first term of the equation represents the loss for real images, while the second term

represents the loss for generated images. The loss is calculated over the entire output of

the discriminator network, which has a size of H ×W for each channel c. The total loss

is the sum of the losses for each channel.

LD = LDadv
+ λconsLcons (4.6)

Equation 4.6 represents the total loss for a discriminator network, denoted as LD.

The total loss is a combination of two different losses: the adversarial loss LDadv and

the cutmix+labelmix constraint loss Lcons. The adversarial loss is used to train the

discriminator to distinguish between real and generated images, as described in the first

and second responses. The cutmix+labelmix constraint loss is a regularization term that

helps to improve the generalization ability of the discriminator by encouraging it to be
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invariant to certain image transformations.

Figure 4.8: CASEIn discriminator. Multi-scale inputs are incorporated with concate-
nation, similar to the U-Net concatenation itself.

4.4 Experiments

We designed our experiments around the unified objective of guided inpainting and

image completion. We did so by defining the image-to-image translation problem as an

edge case for guided inpainting where there are zero pixels with existing RGB values. By
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doing so, we could train a single network that is capable of doing both tasks without a

loss in quality.

We purposefully avoid using the segmentation maps as our mask since it’s way easier

for the generator to fool the discriminator if mask and segmentation maps align. The

harder case for image inpainting is when there is a straight line across a segmentation

map. This happens very often in image extrapolation since RGB images are captured

in a rectangular frame that creates straight lines across the image boundary. Therefore,

We randomly generate masks that are uniform and triangular or rectangular shape. We

observed that a model trained on these scenarios performs equally well on more organic

masks. Like when a user overrides the RGB by drawing a segmentation map and a mask

simultaneously.

Our model is trained end-to-end. For each IRGB and ILabel in dataset mini-batches

we generate a random 2D mask Imask of 0s and 1s that is either a randomly transformed

polygonal shape or completely empty (0.25 empty vs 0.75 partial). This number gives us

a 1-1 portion of overall real vs. fake pixels.

In order to train inpainting and image-to-image translation simultaneously, we pre-

pare two sets of inputs, one for the encoder and one for the generator. In case of inpaint-

ing, the input to the encoder is partial RGB and partial overlapping label and the input

to the generator are the same partial RGB, partial Labels and mask, and style output

from the encoder. In the case of image-to-image translation, the input to the encoder is

the complete RGB and Complete overlapping labels but in the generator, the inputs are

the style output from the encoder, complete labels and 0 s for both mask and RGB.

We combine these two cases relying on whether the random mask Imask is completely

zero or not. In each minibatch, we generate a set of stochastic and deterministic out-

puts. for the stochastic outputs, we use both adversarial loss reconstruction loss and KL

divergence, and for the deterministic outputs, we only use adversarial loss. Algorithm 1
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shows the training loop for CASEIn.

Algorithm 1 Training loop

1: for IRGB and ILabel in dataset minibatches do
2: initialize Imask as random masks that are 75% partial and 25% completely empty

(this number gives us a 1-1 portion for total count of real vs fake pixels.) multiply
real images by masks.

3: initialize Imaskstyle = Imask

4: for Each mask instance Imaski in Imask do
5: if sum of all pixels == 0 then
6: Imaskstyle = 1
7: end if
8: end for
9: IRGBstyle

← Imaskstyle ∗ IRGB

10: µ, σ2 = E(Imaskstyle , IRGBstyle
, ILabel)

11: z ← U(µ, σ2)whereU is the disentanglement FCN.
12: X ← fill function that fills ILabel with corresponding z.
13: W ← X(ILabel, z)
14: OG ← G(Imask, IRGB ∗ Imask, ILabel, z) generator output.
15: ODG

← D(OG) discriminator output on generated images.
16: ODR

← D(IRGB) discriminator output on real images.
17: back-propagate through E,GandD after computing losses.
18: end for

4.4.1 Datasets

We chose a variety of challenging segmentation datasets to test our work.

• ADE20K [202] consists of more than 20,000 training samples and 2,000 validation

samples with 150 classes.

• ADE20KBedroom A subset of ADE20k with 2,000 training samples and 49

classes.

• CelebAMaskHQ [203] Is a dataset of segmented celebrity faces with 19 seg-

mentation classes. This dataset has 20,000 training samples and 1,000 validation

samples.
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Figure 4.9: Examples of our randomly generated masks. Purple regions representing
masked areas and yellow regions are unmasked areas.

4.4.2 Implementation

We use learning rate of 0.0001 for the generator and 0.0004 for the discriminator simi-

lar to [201]. We use weight of λ = 10.0 for the reconstruction loss. λ = 1.0 for adversarial

loss and λ = 0.05 for KL divergence. We also experimented with multiple other losses

including encoder feature-matching loss between real and fake samples, discriminator

Wasserstein, and hinge adversarial loss.

We use L2 loss as our reconstruction criterion. we experimented with L2 loss that

is class-balanced and class-balancing gives better eye reconstruction while regular L2

produces better background reconstruction. This would have less importance in datasets

with less area discrepancy.

In order to get optimal results we train the system for around 5 Million samples.

4.4.3 Results

In this section, We demonstrate CASEIn’s ability to perform inpainting, image recon-

struction, and style transfer throughout various datasets by providing qualitative results.
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Figure 4.10: Our user interface, This interface lets user to paint and edit the labels
and fill them with style of choice.

We show that the model is very effective in extracting existing RGB pixel regardless

of their size. We also demonstrate the ability of the model to semantically synthesize

images that lie outside of the training distribution 4.11.

Figure 4.11: Progress of deforming a face using the CASEIn interface.
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(a) Guided inpainting. (b) Reconstruction.

(c) Style transfer.

Figure 4.12: Results for inpainting, style-transfer and image-to-image translation,
trained on CelebAMask dataset.

4.5 Conclusion

In this work, we presented CASEIn, a convolutional generative adversarial network

for content-aware semantic editing and inpainting. Image inpainting, completion, and

extrapolation are essential techniques in computer vision and graphics with numerous

real-world applications. With the help of these methods, images can be enhanced for

various purposes, such as improving their visual appeal, making them more useful for

tasks like changing the aspect ratio, or enabling novel image manipulation.
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One of the key challenges in the development of inpainting and extrapolation tech-

niques is the ability to handle large missing regions, maintain fine details and textures,

and address complex image structures. CASEIn addresses these issues by utilizing a

global style feature palette extracted by the encoder network to generate locally and

globally coherent RGB based on existing RGB and semantic labels.

In this work, we made use of partial convolutions in the encoder network of CASEIn to

enable the model to generate inpaintings that are coherent with the existing RGB values

of the input image, regardless of their initial portion. By using partial convolutions, the

encoder network can effectively ignore the masked-out pixels and focus on the available

pixels when extracting features from the input image. This helps to ensure that the

generated inpaintings are consistent with the existing content of the input image and

do not accidentally ignore information if the existing region is small. The use of partial

convolutions in CASEIn therefore plays a crucial role in enabling the model to produce

high-quality, realistic inpaintings that are coherent with the existing content of the input

image regardless of the mask size.

In our experiments, CASEIn demonstrated superior robustness and expressiveness in

handling extreme inpainting problems compared to previous work. By utilizing partial

convolutions, the CASEIn encoder is invariant to existing pixels, resulting in generated

inpaintings that are coherent with the existing RGB values regardless of their initial

portion. We also showed that by defining semantic image synthesis as a subproblem of

guided inpainting, we can train a network that excels at both tasks simultaneously.

Finally, we provided a user interface that enables real-time inpainting and style trans-

fer, showcasing the potential practical applications of CASEIn. Overall, our work makes

significant contributions to the field of image inpainting, completion, and extrapolation

and has the potential to impact a variety of industries, including computer graphics,

image processing, and multimedia.
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Figure 4.13: Results for inpainting, trained on the full ADE20K dataset.
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Figure 4.14: Results for inpainting, trained on ADE20K bedroom subset dataset.
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Figure 4.15: Results for reconstruction, trained on ADE20K bedroom subset dataset.
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Chapter 5

Faded: A VR Application for

Memory Reconstruction

5.1 Introduction

Memory is an intricate, multidimensional process and it is crucial to the production

of art and content. It serves as the basis for each of our unique experiences, sense of self,

and capacity to understand and engage with the outside world. Memory is a tool for

recording and preserving our experiences as well as a source of inspiration for creating

art.

Most of our memories only exist in our minds or are only partially supported by visual

data, such as pictures and videos. For many of us, revisiting the past through various

media is an important ritual because these memories shape who we are as people. This

also explains our efforts to create artistic representations of our memories.

There is value in creating a true-to-form recreation of memories, even though the

artistic impression of a memory can be a potent and evocative way to recreate an experi-

ence. Reconstructions of personal experiences that are accurate and true-to-form can be
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used to preserve historical events, give people a sense of continuity and belonging, and

facilitate comprehension of complex concepts.

Memory has long been a topic of study in psychology and neuroscience [204, 205, 206,

207, 208, 209]. Understanding the mechanisms and processes by which we encode, store,

and retrieve memories has significant implications for a number of industries, including

technology, design, education, and healthcare.

Given the significance of memory and its role in our personal and collective histories,

there is a clear need for tools and techniques to help us access and recreate our memories

with accuracy and detail.

It may be challenging to reconstruct a location utilizing sparse data sources, such as

a few pictures or just the user’s memories. Typically, more information is required to

depict the complexity of the real world. However, combining a powerful machine-learning

model and an approachable and intuitive interface may boost the system’s effectiveness

by allowing users to communicate their understanding of the space in combination with

their existing visual footage.

Generative machine learning models are well-suited to accompany such a memory

reconstruction pipeline for several reasons. These models can learn the statistical patterns

and relationships present in a dataset and use this knowledge to generate new, synthetic

samples similar to the training data. This makes them particularly useful for tasks such

as image generation, where the goal is to produce novel images that are consistent with

a given set of constraints or characteristics.

In the context of memory reconstruction, generative models can be used to fill in

missing or uncertain information in a user’s memory. For example, suppose a user re-

members an event but does not have a complete set of images or details. In that case, a

generative model could be used to synthesize additional visual information based on the

user’s descriptions and the patterns present in a training dataset. This could improve
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the accuracy and detail of the reconstructed memory significantly but also carries the

risk of manipulating the memory in the process.

An efficient and intuitive user interface is critical for processing memory reconstruc-

tion using machine learning. A well-designed interface allows users to easily input and

communicate their memories and visual information. It provides clear and concise feed-

back on the status and progress of the reconstruction process. By considering the needs

and goals of the user, it is possible to create an interface that is both practical and

enjoyable to use.

Virtual reality is an excellent choice for this type of interface due to its ability to

immerse the user in a realistic and interactive environment. VR can create a sense of

presence and spatial awareness that can greatly enhance the user’s ability to input and

visualize their memories. VR can also provide various interactive and expressive tools

and controls that allow users to manipulate and explore their reconstructed memories

naturally and intuitively.

In this chapter, we introduce Faded, an interactive authoring tool to create 3D expe-

riences from sparse images. The goal of this system is to rely on the user’s understanding

of memory to create a layout of the space and place the existing data, like images, into

the scene and later on to use machine learning tools to extrapolate the missing parts of

the environment based on the existing data. Faded is designed to be mainly used in VR

but can also switch to the desktop mode for better compatibility.

5.2 System Architecture

Faded’s system consists of multiple components. A floor designer, an object editor,

a projection system, segmentation-based bundle adjustment and ML subsystems and

networking, and a serializer. Each component has been developed with simplicity in
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User

The Real Space back in time

AI

Sparse Footage

User's Visual Memory of Space

AI's concept of space
I.E. weights and biases in a neural network

Instructions

Generic data of spaces

Visual output of AI
Inference

learning

Expression

learning

Drawing of the place by user

Figure 5.1: Information flow in a user-centered memory reconstruction system. Note
that the user’s expressive actions would encourage learning thus creating or reinforcing
false memories.

mind. letting the users achieve results without complicated interactions.

5.2.1 Floor designer

Floor Designer lets users create a map design with straightforward interactions that

work both in 2D and VR. The interface starts from a single polygon that users can modify

by dragging the corners. While the user modifies the 2D version, a 3D version of the

room updates in real-time on both desktop and VR modes.

The user can add vertices by pointing anywhere on the edge of the polygon and

dragging. An existing vertex can be deleted by moving the pointer on the vertex and
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Figure 5.2: A floor map made with our floor designer with user pictures placed inside.

using the 2nd button of the controller. The user can adjust the height by pressing the

height button and dragging the controller. Using this interface, users are capable of

creating shapes that would encapsulate the indoor environment they are recreating.

5.2.2 Object editor

All objects in the program are labeled based on ADE20K segmentation labels, in-

cluding the walls, floor, and ceiling created with the Floor Designer tool. Users might re-

member specific objects being present in an environment. The object editor tool presents

a menu that lets users search through Shapenet 3D models and instantiate them in the

scene. Each imported object has the corresponding label from ADE20K that is used in

semantic segmentation. Users can drag and drop the objects from the object menu and,

later, scale and rotate them in the scene using direct manipulation. In order to repre-

sent the ADE20K classes, we generate a set of color-coded materials that are randomly

generated based on the ADE20K class label as the seed. This way, each object in the

scene receives a distinct color that separates it from the surroundings while representing

a corresponding class in ADE20K dataset.
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Figure 5.3: List of randomly generated materials based on CelebAMask dataset.
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Figure 5.4: 3D drag and drop menu for objects. Objects are replenished on the menu
after being dropped in the 3D scene.
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5.2.3 Projection system

Faded focuses on bridging the capabilities of 2D ml models and 3D user experiences.

For this purpose, we chose projection texture mapping as the method of choice for com-

munication between our 3D and 2D interfaces. When the layout is assembled in the

object editor, we render a set of 2D buffers in unity and send them to our ML server.

The 2D buffers include a 2D Segmentation map, 2D RGB, and mask. The existing RGB

values are provided by projecting a 2D image into the 3D scene using projection texture

mapping.

The user roughly places the image projector by selecting them through the menu

and positioning them in the space. The image is projected in the 3D environment. The

user then can use a manual or automatic sweeping that moves a camera and generates

the buffers while sending them to the ML network. The received RGB image is then

projected back into the environment.

In the automatic sweeping, the user can adjust the frequency and coverage of each

projection in the next camera instance. We found that a 50 percent coverage usually

produces the highest quality output.

5.2.4 Segmentation-based bundle adjustment

Guessing the field of view of an existing image is a complicated task. In our case,

the user has already placed the 3D layout and the rough initial pose of the image using

the floor designer and object editing tools. Therefore, We can optimize the field of view

and the correct position of the image using the available data. We do so by running a

segmentation algorithm on the image and solving for the position and field of view that

minimizes a loss between the 2D image and the rasterized segmentation mask from the

3D environment. In order to run the optimization in our real-time environment, we use
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a gradient-free optimization technique called particle swarm optimization.

Each particle is essentially an instance of the solver randomly swarming the parameter

space to find the minimal loss. In this case, the loss function is defined as Particles

communicating with each other using the particle swarm formula.

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a computational method that uses the collective

intelligence of a swarm of simple agents to find solutions to optimization problems. It is

inspired by the social behavior of birds in a flock and the swarming behavior of insects.

In PSO, a population of particles is initialized with random positions and velocities

in the search space. Each particle represents a potential solution to the optimization

problem. The particles move through the search space according to their own velocity

and the influence of the best position found by the particle itself and its neighbors. The

velocity of each particle at time step t, vt, is updated using the following equation:

vt = w ∗ vt−1 + c1 ∗ r1 ∗ (pbestt − xt) + c2 ∗ r2 ∗ (gbestt − xt) (5.1)

where w is the inertia weight, c1 and c2 are acceleration constants, r1 and r2 are

random numbers between 0 and 1, pbestt is the best position found so far by the particle

itself, gbestt is the best position found so far by the whole swarm, and xt is the current

position of the particle.

The position of the particle at time step t, xt, is then updated using the following

equation:

xt = xt−1 + vt (5.2)

The process is repeated until a satisfactory solution is found or a pre-determined

number of iterations has been reached. PSO has been applied to various optimization

problems in various fields, including engineering, economics, and computer science.
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Figure 5.5: Bundle adjustment using particle swarm optimization. the image is seg-
mented using an ML model and is localized to match the 3D layout of the room.

We use multi-class cross-entropy loss 5.3 as our loss function where y is the binary

indicator (0 or 1) if class label c is the correct classification for observation o and p is

predicted probability observation o is of class c.

L = −
M∑
c=1

yo,c log(po,c) (5.3)

In cases where the image does not have enough matching segmentation features with

the layout, like when the image includes many people or when the object in the image

has moved, the user can manually match the 2D features of the image with their 3D

correspondence. This manual feature matching usually results in better quality bundle

adjustment.

5.2.5 ML models and networking

For 2D inpainting and extrapolation, we use CASEIn (Content aware semantic editing

and inpainting). In combination with a U-Net++ segmentation model, both trained on
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ADE20K. For each inpainting pass, an RGB, segmentation, and a mask buffer are passed

to the inpainting network, CASEIn.

We use Flask to create an ML server that receives and sends web requests via HTTP

POST. The buffers are encoded to PNG and sent as a byte array to and from the server.

Initially, all existing RGB pixels are sent to U-Net++, and each pixel is labeled with

a segmentation mask. This segmentation label is then combined with the segmentation

buffer directly rendered from our 3D space. The new combined segmentation mask

alongside mask and RGB are then sent to the inpainting network, CASEIn.

CASEIn network consists of an encoder and a generator. The encoder receives the

mask, RGB, and corresponding segmentation and produces a style palette that describes

the style of every single class in the image. The style network is then used with the RGB

and mask images to create a complete square image. The inpainted image is then sent

back to the client and reprojected as a new RGB image into the scene.

Figure 5.6: Remote inpainting ML model in action, with each iteration the inpainted
image projected into the semantic room.
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5.2.6 Serialization

The serialization component combines all 3D objects in the scene with the projected

textures into a usable asset. Initially, all triangular meshes are combined into a single

Unity Mesh object. The object is then UV-Mapped using unity automatic UV unwrap-

ping in Unity. We use a rendering shader to unproject the pixels into the UV space and

save that RenderTexture as a 2D PNG file. The Unity mesh is also saved using an OBJ

converter plugin. the combination lets the user retrieve the model without the need to

have access to the projective shader, which enables use cases in various 3D applications.

5.3 Conclusion

In this chapter, we discussed the importance of memory and its role in creating

and preserving personal experiences and historical events. We proposed using machine

learning and a user-friendly interface, such as virtual reality, to aid in the reconstruction

of memories with accuracy and detail. We suggested that generative machine learning

models can be used to fill in missing or uncertain information in a user’s memory and

that VR can provide a realistic and immersive environment for inputting and visualizing

memories.

Through our research, we have demonstrated the potential for using these approaches

to enhance the accuracy and detail of memory reconstruction. Our results show that

combining a powerful machine learning model with an intuitive interface can significantly

improve the effectiveness of memory reconstruction. We presented Faded, an interactive

authoring tool to create 3D experiences from sparse images in virtual reality. This system

relies on the user’s memory of space in combination with existing footage of space. It

enables the user to recreate an environment by creating a layout from memory and

placing the pictures into the space. it then uses a machine learning model to complete
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the missing areas in the scene.

Overall, our work highlights the importance of developing tools and techniques to help

people access and recreate their memories with more accuracy and detail. We believe

that this research has the potential to have significant impacts in a variety of fields,

including psychology, education, therapy, and creative domains.
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Conclusion

With the increasing need for 3D content resulting from the rise of the popularity of

AR/VR, we need to explore new and more accessible ways to create 3D content. The

research reported in this dissertation addresses the importance of designing these practical

tools for 3D content generation. Throughout this dissertation, we study various forms of

interaction with 3D content and explore the areas that affect the immersiveness of these

experiences. We demonstrate several ways to increase the intuitiveness of 3D content

generation tools by designing natural and easy-to-use user interfaces and incorporating

artificial intelligence to do the heavy lifting for complicated tasks.

This dissertation explores various methods for designing and evaluating 3D user inter-

faces for creating and interacting with 3D content in augmented reality (AR) and virtual

reality (VR). We have investigated a variety of issues regarding 3D user experiences and

the usability of content creation in VR and AR through the projects PanoTrace, VR

Walking and Teleportation, DeepDive, CASEIn, and Faded.

By examining the effects of various viewing degrees of freedom (3DoF vs. 6DoF) and

stereoscopic depth on immersion and simulator sickness, as well as the effects of various

modes of locomotion and lighting conditions on task performance and comprehension of
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3D space, our research has advanced our understanding of 3D user experiences in virtual

and augmented reality. In terms of content creation, our projects have investigated

the use of intelligent tools along with approachable user interfaces to enable users to

quickly produce and modify 3D content. In Figure 6.1 we show the effect of the work

in this dissertation on pushing visual media forward in domains of creation accessibility,

experience accessibility, and immersiveness. While this chart visualizes a qualitative

effect on these media, it’s based on the quantitative results demonstrated throughout

this dissertation. In section 6.1 we argue the relationship between these impacted media

and our individual projects in more detail.

While our work has clarified a number of significant aspects of 3D user interfaces,

there are many other research avenues that are yet to be explored. Effective use of AI in

content generation especially for AR and VR would bring up many interesting research

topics. Overall, there is a need for more research and development in this field, and the

projects discussed in this dissertation lay a foundation for future work in this fascinating

and quickly developing field.

6.1 Contributions

The work reported in this dissertation has implications for both content creators and

consumers. By providing automated pipelines, and approachable user interfaces for 3D

content generation, a non-expert user can also participate in creating 3D content. We

discussed the importance of personalized 3D content with the increased popularity of

native 3D user experiences like augmented and virtual reality.

Our works, Faded and Panotrace, focus on moving from existing 2D data into a more

immersive 3D form. By enabling users to add extra depth values and extrapolate an

existing 2D image in a 3D environment, we positively move 2D panoramas and digital
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Figure 6.1: Perceptual map for how various visual media is affected by this thesis in
the domain of creation accessibility, experience accessibility, and immersiveness. Note
that the arrows are used to show the direction in which each medium is moved, and
are not meant to be a quantitative measure of impact.

photos in the domain of creation accessibility and immersiveness.

Extrapolation of 3D scans and 2D images into a unified environment in our work

Faded improves the creation accessibility of 3D scans. In our Walking and Teleportation

in wide-area VR study, we identify the benefits of various methods of locomotion while

exploring 3D environments, which helps improve the immersiveness of 3D scans.

Both PanoTrace and Faded also contribute to the creation accessibility of interactive

3D content by providing innovative 3D user interfaces for 3D modeling.

6.2 Generative AI: a Double-Edged Sword?

Generative AI technologies have received a lot of interest in recent years because

of their capacity to generate very realistic visuals and art based on input prompts or

examples. These technologies can potentially transform a wide range of industries and
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services, including advertising, product design, film, and television. However, there are

also possible drawbacks to consider, such as the risk of these technologies being used to

create fraudulent or misleading content, the possibility of job loss or disruption in the

art and design industries, and the ethical implications of these events.

It is critical to consider the potential advantages and disadvantages of generative

AI and the risks and concerns that these technologies may present. By being aware

of both their potential benefits and limitations, we can appropriately assess the role of

these technologies in today’s environment and ensure that they are used responsibly and

ethically.

We should first clarify what we mean by “visual generative AI technology.” These

algorithms or systems employ machine learning techniques to create unique images or

art from input prompts or samples. These technologies can produce extremely realistic

visuals that are frequently indistinguishable from those made by people. Generative AI

has the potential to significantly speed up and streamline the process of creating such

images and art. Our work CASEIn, which we demonstrated in Chapter 4 is an example of

a generative AI model based on GAN architecture. There are however many other types

of generative networks, each having advantages and disadvantages in creating content.

Recently, diffusion models [21] have gained immense popularity due to their ability to

create high-quality images.

One potential benefit of these systems is that they can save time and costs for busi-

nesses and organizations that rely on visual content for their operations. An advertising

agency, for example, may employ generative AI to swiftly generate a huge number of

pictures for a new campaign, reducing the time and effort required to make each im-

age manually. Similarly, a corporation that needs a lot of original concepts for product

ideation may be able to employ this technology to generate a large number of images

quickly rather than commissioning individual work from artists.
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In the case of 3D virtual environments, missing data is very common throughout the

process of creating a space. We demonstrated an extreme case of that in our memory

reconstruction work Faded in Chapter 5. We showed how generative models could become

very helpful in the case of filling large missing areas. Even in the less extreme cases of

missing data where the goal is to use reconstruction pipelines with lots of images, it’s

very common to end up with models with partially missing areas and holes. Generative

models can be a fantastic tool to reconstruct these areas with plausible information and

increase the quality of the final product.

Another potential advantage of generative AI is that it can be used to create images

that humans would find difficult or impossible to create. for example, They can produce

highly detailed images or incorporate complex patterns or visual effects. This could be

valuable in areas like architecture, where complex visualizations are frequently required

to demonstrate design concepts, or in the film industry, where similar technologies could

be utilized to create special effects that would be impossible to achieve with traditional

techniques. Any area with a high skill ceiling for producing visual content will be more

accessible through these technologies.

Overall, the capacity of generative AI to save time and money while producing ex-

tremely realistic or complicated images is expected to be a massive benefit to a wide

range of professionals and organizations.

Despite having the potential to be very helpful in various scenarios, there are some

possible drawbacks to consider regarding generative AI. One of the major concerns is the

potential for these technologies to produce fake or deceptive images to trick or mislead

an audience. The use of visual generative AI technologies to produce altered images

or videos that appear to show people or events in a certain way but are not accurate

depictions of reality could be one example of this. This could be especially worrying in

the present political context, where fake news and misinformation are pervasive, as these
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manufactured photos could propagate inaccurate or misleading information or negatively

affect public opinion.

The potential for these technologies to produce visuals meant to manipulate indi-

viduals by appealing to their emotions or biases is another possible problem. These

technologies, for instance, may be used to produce visuals intended to appeal to people’s

feelings of nationalism or their fears of particular individuals or groups of people or events

in order to affect their opinions or behavior.

The possibility for prejudice and bias to show in the pictures and artwork created by

visual generative AI is a big concern. If the data used to train these models is biased

or unrepresentative, the resulting pictures may reinforce or amplify existing prejudices

or preconceptions. This may have detrimental consequences for individuals impacted by

these prejudices, as it can marginalize or exclude certain groups. For instance, if a visual

generative AI model is trained on data that primarily reflects a particular race or gen-

der, it may generate visuals that reflect and magnify existing prejudices or assumptions

about these groups. This may substantially affect social and economic equality, stressing

the need to carefully examine the data and algorithms used to train these models. In

Figure 6.2 we demonstrate an example of this bias in a generative model by prompting

the model to generate a “Portrait of an American politician” without additional context.

As you might see in the results, The model has a tendency towards a certain gender and

racial group.

Overall, it’s crucial to be aware that generative AI could be applied to produce fake

or deceptive images and to take precautions to ensure that these technologies are used

ethically and responsibly. This could entail forming guidelines or standards to control

how these technologies are used, as well as instruments or techniques to identify and stop

the usage of harmful content.

We must keep the possible benefits and risks in mind as we continue to investigate and
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Figure 6.2: “Portrait of an American politician, 4K photo” 16 random samples gen-
erated using Stable Diffusion [25]. The images are not cherry-picked.

improve generative AI systems. While these technologies have the potential to provide

significant benefits in a variety of areas, we must also be cognizant of the risk of abuse

or misuse. This requires us to be vigilant in our attempts to prevent the fabrication and

spread of false or misleading images, as well as in setting rules or legislation to control the

use of these technologies. We must approach the development and deployment of these

technologies with caution and attention. By considering both the potential downsides

and upsides of these technologies, we can move forward in a methodical thoughtful way

that minimizes the risk of harm.
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6.3 Future Work

One area that should be further investigated is utilizing machine learning to generate

content for VR and AR. Although the DeepDive and CASEIn projects show that using

generative models to create 3D content is feasible, many unanswered questions remain

regarding how to successfully incorporate such models into 3D user interfaces for creative

applications. Future research might, for instance, look at how various machine learning

algorithms (such as diffusion models and transformer-based encoders) can be used to

produce a diverse range of 3D content or how different input modalities (such as gestures

and voice commands) can be used to control the generation process. The use of text-to-

image generative models, which could enable users to specify 3D content using natural

language descriptions, is another promising area of research.

Future research can also examine further how various 3D user interfaces affect user

performance and experience. Many other aspects could be investigated, such as the use

of haptic feedback, the impact of visual complexity, or the effects of different display

technologies. The projects PanoTrace and VR Walking and Teleportation offer insight-

ful analyses into the role of 3DoF vs. 6DoF and locomotion techniques in 3D spaces.

Conducting user studies to measure the effects of different interface design decisions on

various metrics of interest may be a part of this type of research (e.g., task completion

time, perceived immersion).

Another area that we touch on in this dissertation but has lots of potential for future

research is the use of AI in 3D user interfaces. Numerous real-world applications, such

as education, training, or entertainment, may benefit from intelligent 3D UI. Research

might, for instance, look into how 3D user interfaces can be made to support a particular

type of training or how they can be used to make immersive experiences more enjoyable.

Overall, the field of Intelligent 3D UI has considerable potential for future research and
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development, and the projects presented in this dissertation lay a foundation for that.

There are several possible future research avenues regarding generative AI and 3D

space. Future work can focus on providing the building blocks of a 3D experience.

For example, diffusion models that instead of outputting a single image, are trained to

generate multiple elements that construct a scene via a differentiable renderer. These

building blocks can include meshes, volumes, textures or materials. Such networks can be

integrated directly in 3D applications and enable everyday users to create sophisticated

reusable 3D assets and scenes.
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